

























































2.1&Occupancies&!This!space!is!a!threeTstory,!mixedTuse!occupancy!primarily!consisting!of!office!and!laboratory!space.!!The!laboratory!space!is!classified!as!business!use!because!it!is!in!a!business!occupancy!(laboratory!use!is!exclusively!for!laboratory!occupancies).!!Table!2!identifies!the!area!of!each!room,!the!occupancy!classification!for!each!room,!and!the!occupant!load!for!each!room.!!In!the!floor!plans!located!in!Appendix!A,!the!rooms!are!color!coded!according!to!occupancy!classification.!!Table!2:!Occupancy!by!room!for!SERC!as!determined!by!CBC!table!304.!Room!#! Area!(in!sq.!ft.)! Occupancy!Classification!! Sq.!Ft.!Per!Person! Occupant!Load!First!Floor! ! ! ! 134!105! 1147! Business! 100! 12!106! 480! Business! 100! 5!107! 1079! Business! 100! 11!108! 568! Business! 100! 6!109! 1407! Business! 100! 15!112! 194! Business! 100! 2!113! 609! Business! 100! 7!114! 176! Business! 100! 2!115! 347! Business! 100! 4!117! 100! Electrical! 300! 1!118A! 24! Storage! 500! 1!118B! 266! Storage! 500! 1!119! 340! Business! 100! 4!120! 318! Business! 100! 4!121! 86! Business! 100! 1!122! 411! Business! 100! 5!122A! 98! Business! 100! 1!123! 2143! Business! 100! 22!124! 197! Business! 100! 2!125! 78! Business! 100! 1!126! 214! Business! 100! 3!127! 213! Business! 100! 3!128! 78! Business! 100! 1!129! 203! Business! 100! 3!140! 532! *Storage! 500! 2!141! 80! *Storage! 500! 1!!
! 11!






































































































































































































































































Report Description: Level 3
Job Number: 1250






Supply at Node 1
Hydraulic Graph
Supply at Node 1
75.965 @ 694.86
75.965 @ 944.86
Available Pressure at Time of Test
84.512 @ 944.86





























































































































































































Hose Flow Static Residual Flow Total Demand
(gpm) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (psi)@@Name
1 83.062 61.316 21.7452050.00250.00 67.00090.000 1072.55
Design EngineerJob Number
Total Water Required (Including Hose Allowance)
1072.55














Coverage Per SprinklerNumber Of Sprinklers Calculated
Density
Job Suffix
AutoPeak Results: Pressure For Remote Area(s) Adjacent To Most Remote Area
Volume capacity of Dry PipesVolume capacity of Wet Pipes
9.13 between nodes 2 and 4
Maximum Velocity Under Ground
18.52 between nodes 7 and 322
Maximum Velocity Above Ground
5.6 K-Factor   20.40 at  13.270
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
System
Building 30Berkeley, CA 94720
Job Site/Building
State Fire MarshalBuilding 30, McMillan Road
AHJ
C16 - 629778Solar Energy Research Center
Job
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Hydraulic Graph
Report Description: Level 1
Job Number: 1250






Supply at Node 1
Hydraulic Graph
Supply at Node 1
61.316 @ 822.55
61.316 @ 1072.55
Available Pressure at Time of Test
83.062 @ 1072.55
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Device (gpm)





Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Level 1
Job Number: 1250
Sprinkler 101 20.92 20.40 5.6 13.955
Sprinkler 102 20.99 20.40 5.6 14.052
Sprinkler 103 21.44 20.40 5.6 14.658
Sprinkler 104 20.74 20.40 5.6 13.721
Sprinkler 105 20.78 20.40 5.6 13.769
Sprinkler 106 21.82 20.40 5.6 15.185
Sprinkler 107 20.66 20.40 5.6 13.611
Sprinkler 108 20.73 20.40 5.6 13.700
Sprinkler 109 20.93 20.40 5.6 13.972
Sprinkler 110 21.14 20.40 5.6 14.257
Sprinkler 111 20.65 20.40 5.6 13.603
Sprinkler 112 21.25 20.40 5.6 14.405
Sprinkler 113 21.45 20.40 5.6 14.666
Sprinkler 114 20.74 20.40 5.6 13.722
Sprinkler 115 21.10 20.40 5.6 14.202
Sprinkler 116 21.03 20.40 5.6 14.100
Sprinkler 117 20.67 20.40 5.6 13.628
Sprinkler 118 20.95 20.40 5.6 13.994
Sprinkler 119 20.76 20.40 5.6 13.748
Sprinkler 120 20.71 20.40 5.6 13.675
Sprinkler 121 20.40 20.40 5.6 13.270
Sprinkler 122 21.14 20.40 5.6 14.257
Sprinkler 123 20.49 20.40 5.6 13.385
Sprinkler 124 22.44 20.40 5.6 16.058
Sprinkler 125 20.49 20.40 5.6 13.390
Sprinkler 126 20.42 20.40 5.6 13.293
Sprinkler 127 20.88 20.40 5.6 13.900
Sprinkler 128 20.82 20.40 5.6 13.825
Sprinkler 129 21.24 20.40 5.6 14.387
Sprinkler 130 21.04 20.40 5.6 14.113
Sprinkler 131 20.53 20.40 5.6 13.440
Sprinkler 132 20.84 20.40 5.6 13.853
Sprinkler 133 20.89 20.40 5.6 13.913
Sprinkler 134 20.78 20.40 5.6 13.773
Sprinkler 135 21.23 20.40 5.6 14.371
Sprinkler 136 23.02 20.40 5.6 16.899
Sprinkler 137 21.15 20.40 5.6 14.267
Sprinkler 138 22.45 20.40 5.6 16.073
Sprinkler 139 22.81 20.40 5.6 16.587
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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FittingsNode Elevation(Foot) Pressure(psi) Discharge(gpm)
Node Analysis
Report Description: Level 1
Job Number: 1250
1 -6'-0 S 61.316 822.55
101 10'-0 Spr(-13.955), fd(22'-0) 13.955 20.92
102 10'-0 Spr(-14.052), fd(22'-0) 14.052 20.99
103 10'-0 Spr(-14.658), fd(22'-0) 14.658 21.44
104 9'-0 Spr(-13.721), fd(22'-0) 13.721 20.74
105 9'-0 Spr(-13.769), fd(22'-0) 13.769 20.78
106 10'-0 Spr(-15.185), fd(22'-0) 15.185 21.82
107 10'-0 Spr(-13.611), fd(22'-0) 13.611 20.66
108 10'-0 Spr(-13.700), fd(22'-0) 13.700 20.73
109 10'-0 Spr(-13.972), fd(22'-0) 13.972 20.93
110 10'-0 Spr(-14.257), fd(22'-0) 14.257 21.14
111 9'-0 Spr(-13.603), fd(22'-0) 13.603 20.65
112 9'-0 Spr(-14.405), fd(22'-0) 14.405 21.25
113 10'-0 Spr(-14.666), fd(22'-0) 14.666 21.45
114 10'-0 Spr(-13.722), fd(22'-0) 13.722 20.74
115 10'-0 Spr(-14.202), fd(22'-0) 14.202 21.10
116 10'-0 Spr(-14.100), fd(22'-0) 14.100 21.03
117 9'-0 Spr(-13.628), fd(22'-0) 13.628 20.67
118 10'-0 Spr(-13.994), fd(22'-0) 13.994 20.95
119 10'-0 Spr(-13.748), fd(22'-0) 13.748 20.76
120 10'-0 Spr(-13.675), fd(22'-0) 13.675 20.71
121 10'-0 Spr(-13.270), fd(22'-0) 13.270 20.40
122 10'-0 Spr(-14.257), fd(22'-0) 14.257 21.14
123 10'-0 Spr(-13.385), fd(22'-0) 13.385 20.49
124 14'-9 Spr(-16.058) 16.058 22.44
125 10'-0 Spr(-13.390), fd(22'-0) 13.390 20.49
126 10'-0 Spr(-13.293), fd(22'-0) 13.293 20.42
127 10'-0 Spr(-13.900), fd(22'-0) 13.900 20.88
128 10'-0 Spr(-13.825), fd(22'-0) 13.825 20.82
129 14'-9½ Spr(-14.387) 14.387 21.24
130 10'-0 Spr(-14.113), fd(22'-0) 14.113 21.04
131 10'-0 Spr(-13.440), fd(22'-0) 13.440 20.53
132 10'-0 Spr(-13.853), fd(22'-0) 13.853 20.84
133 10'-0 Spr(-13.913), fd(22'-0) 13.913 20.89
134 10'-0 Spr(-13.773), fd(22'-0) 13.773 20.78
135 8'-0 Spr(-14.371), fd(22'-0) 14.371 21.23
136 5'-0 Spr(-16.899) 16.899 23.02
137 14'-7½ Spr(-14.267) 14.267 21.15
138 7'-0 Spr(-16.073) 16.073 22.45
139 8'-10 Spr(-16.587) 16.587 22.81
2 -6'-0 E(14'-0) 60.901
4 6'-8 51.178
7 13'-2 fE(8'-11½) 38.386
301 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 22.970
302 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 22.975
303 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 22.998
304 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 23.087
305 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 23.142
306 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 23.185
307 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 25.642
308 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 25.923
309 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 26.110
310 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 26.806
311 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 17.050
312 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.713
313 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 18.020
314 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 27.688
315 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.648
316 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.518
317 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.567
318 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 17.059
319 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 17.743
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FittingsNode Elevation(Foot) Pressure(psi) Discharge(gpm)
Node Analysis
Report Description: Level 1
Job Number: 1250
320 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.405
321 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 19.189
322 13'-2 PO(12'-3½) 28.666
323 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.452
324 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 19.183
325 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.652
326 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.440
327 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 19.155
328 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 17.075
329 14'-3½ T(5'-0) 16.393
330 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 17.090
331 13'-7½ PO(6'-0) 16.926
332 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.926
333 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.478
334 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 19.074
335 14'-5½ PO(5'-0) 16.639
336 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.926
337 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.342
338 13'-7½ PO(5'-0) 16.914
339 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 19.006
340 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.346
341 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.927
342 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.913
343 15'-3 PO(5'-0) 16.113
344 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 18.931
345 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 16.328
346 14'-5½ PO(5'-0) 16.681
347 13'-7½ PO(5'-0) 16.939
348 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.937
349 14'-5½ PO(5'-0) 16.457
350 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 17.792
351 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.907
352 14'-9 PO(5'-0) 16.034
353 14'-5½ PO(5'-0) 16.471
354 14'-3½ T(5'-0) 16.526
355 13'-7½ PO(6'-0) 17.061
356 13'-7½ PO(5'-0) 17.586
357 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 16.904
358 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 17.518
359 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 15.975
360 14'-3½ T(5'-0) 16.563
361 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 17.343
362 13'-7½ PO(6'-0) 17.098
363 13'-7½ PO(5'-0) 17.318
364 14'-11 PO(5'-0) 15.926
365 14'-3½ T(5'-0) 16.663
366 13'-7½ PO(6'-0) 17.206
367 13'-7½ PO(12'-3½) 17.196
368 4'-11 PO(5'-0) 17.889
369 14'-3½ PO(5'-0) 15.181
370 6'-11½ PO(5'-0) 17.090
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250
Report Description: Level 1




DR 1.0490 20.40 7.57 0.134987 7'-6½ 5.203
121 10'-0 20.40 5.6 13.270 31'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 32.24 2.83 0.009403 0'-6 0.005
337 14'-11 11.84 16.342
340 14'-11 16.346 0'-6
120




BL 2.1570 53.27 4.68 0.023808 13'-4½ 0.729
340 14'-11 21.03 16.346 17'-3
328 14'-11 17.075 30'-7½
120





BL 2.1570 74.71 6.56 0.044522 0'-4 0.015
328 14'-11 21.45 17.075
330 14'-11 17.090 0'-4
120




BL 2.1570 95.42 8.38 0.070007 86'-2½ 10.817
330 14'-11 20.71 17.090 68'-3½ 0.759
322 13'-2 28.666 154'-6
120





CM 4.2600 822.55 18.52 0.136924 26'-3 9.724
322 13'-2 28.666 44'-9 -0.004






FR 4.2600 822.55 18.52 0.136924 6'-11½ 9.970
7 13'-2 38.386 65'-10 2.822







UG 6.0650 822.55 9.13 0.024509 12'-8 4.232
4 6'-8 51.178 39'-0 5.491






UG 6.3400 822.55 8.36 0.014848 23'-0 0.415
2 -6'-0 60.901 4'-11½




250.00 Hose Allowance At Source
1




DR 1.0490 20.42 7.58 0.135200 7'-2½ 5.166
126 10'-0 20.42 5.6 13.293 31'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 11.84 1.04 0.001474 9'-7½ 0.014
345 14'-11 16.328
337 14'-11 16.342 9'-7½
120




SP 1.0490 20.49 7.61 0.136062 4'-8 5.126
123 10'-0 20.49 5.6 13.385 33'-0 -1.572







CM 4.2600 102.50 2.31 0.002906 6'-4½ 0.123
347 13'-7½ 82.02 16.939 35'-10
355 13'-7½ 17.061 42'-2
120





CM 4.2600 123.32 2.78 0.004091 9'-0 0.037
355 13'-7½ 20.82 17.061
362 13'-7½ 17.098 9'-0
120




CM 4.2600 144.17 3.25 0.005462 9'-0½ 0.098
362 13'-7½ 20.84 17.098 8'-11½
367 13'-7½ 17.196 18'-0
120





CM 4.2600 233.60 5.26 0.013338 0'-9 0.010
367 13'-7½ 89.43 17.196
366 13'-7½ 17.206 0'-9
120




CM 4.2600 254.83 5.74 0.015667 7'-1½ 0.112
366 13'-7½ 21.23 17.206
363 13'-7½ 17.318 7'-1½
120




CM 4.2600 275.72 6.21 0.018125 1'-4½ 0.025
363 13'-7½ 20.89 17.318
361 13'-7½ 17.343 1'-4½
120




CM 4.2600 318.84 7.18 0.023716 7'-4 0.174
361 13'-7½ 43.13 17.343
358 13'-7½ 17.518 7'-4
120




CM 4.2600 361.50 8.14 0.029918 2'-3 0.068
358 13'-7½ 42.66 17.518
356 13'-7½ 17.586 2'-3
120




CM 4.2600 382.54 8.61 0.033219 6'-2½ 0.206
356 13'-7½ 21.04 17.586
350 13'-7½ 17.792 6'-2½
120




CM 4.2600 320.73 7.22 0.023976 11'-8 1.139
350 13'-7½ 17.792 35'-10 0.000
344 13'-7½ 18.931 47'-6
120
4fE(8'-11½)
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250




CM 4.2600 266.36 6.00 0.017004 4'-5½ 0.076
344 13'-7½ 18.931





BL 2.1570 57.97 5.09 0.027839 103'-10½ 3.937
339 13'-7½ 19.006 37'-6½ 0.199







CM 4.2600 266.36 6.00 0.017004 2'-7 0.044
305 13'-2 208.40 23.142
306 13'-2 23.185 2'-7
120




CM 4.2600 320.73 7.22 0.023976 54'-6½ 2.456
306 13'-2 54.36 23.185 47'-11
307 13'-2 25.642 102'-5½
120





CM 4.2600 382.54 8.61 0.033219 8'-6 0.282
307 13'-2 61.82 25.642
308 13'-2 25.923 8'-6
120




CM 4.2600 465.13 10.47 0.047692 3'-11 0.186
308 13'-2 82.59 25.923
309 13'-2 26.110 3'-11
120




CM 4.2600 559.29 12.59 0.067074 10'-4½ 0.696
309 13'-2 94.16 26.110
310 13'-2 26.806 10'-4½
120




CM 4.2600 639.73 14.40 0.086005 10'-3 0.882
310 13'-2 80.44 26.806
314 13'-2 27.688 10'-3
120




CM 4.2600 727.13 16.37 0.108996 8'-11½ 0.978
314 13'-2 87.40 27.688
322 13'-2 28.666 8'-11½
120
Flow (q) from Route 5




DR 1.0490 20.49 7.61 0.136116 5'-9 5.000
125 10'-0 20.49 5.6 13.390 31'-0 -1.933







BL 2.1570 22.25 1.95 0.004736 2'-9 0.013
349 14'-5½ 1.76 16.457
353 14'-5½ 16.471 2'-9
120




BL 2.1570 43.13 3.79 0.016111 10'-10 0.512
353 14'-5½ 20.88 16.471 20'-11 0.361
361 13'-7½ 17.343 31'-9
120
Flow (q) from Route 18
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




AO 1.0490 20.53 7.62 0.136583 5'-2 4.667
131 10'-0 20.53 5.6 13.440 29'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 41.31 3.63 0.014879 3'-10½ 0.369
359 14'-11 20.78 15.975 20'-11 0.560
357 13'-7½ 16.904 24'-9½
120





CM 4.2600 41.31 0.93 0.000541 4'-7½ 0.003
357 13'-7½ 16.904





CM 4.2600 49.89 1.12 0.000767 8'-9½ 0.007
351 13'-7½ 8.58 16.907
342 13'-7½ 16.913 8'-9½
120




BL 2.1570 23.54 2.07 0.005257 7'-0½ 0.124
342 13'-7½ 16.913 16'-7½ -0.560







BL 2.1570 44.65 3.92 0.017176 10'-1½ 0.174
333 14'-11 21.10 16.478
325 14'-11 16.652 10'-1½
120




BL 2.1570 65.58 5.76 0.034980 13'-11½ 1.092
325 14'-11 20.93 16.652 17'-3 0.000
319 14'-11 17.743 31'-2½
120





BL 2.1570 87.40 7.67 0.059513 86'-0½ 9.186
319 14'-11 21.82 17.743 68'-3½ 0.759
314 13'-2 27.688 154'-4
120
Flow (q) from Route 35
13fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




DR 1.0490 20.65 7.67 0.138111 8'-1½ 5.402
111 9'-0 20.65 5.6 13.603 31'-0 -2.565







BL 2.1570 19.81 1.74 0.003820 3'-2½ 0.012
326 14'-11 16.440





BL 2.1570 41.07 3.61 0.014715 7'-9½ 0.115
323 14'-11 21.25 16.452
317 14'-11 16.567 7'-9½
120
Flow (q) from Route 32
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250




BL 2.1570 61.81 5.43 0.031351 2'-7 0.081
317 14'-11 20.74 16.567
315 14'-11 16.648 2'-7
120




BL 2.1570 82.59 7.25 0.053593 107'-10 8.517
315 14'-11 20.78 16.648 51'-1 0.759
308 13'-2 25.923 158'-11
120
Flow (q) from Route 14
9fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




SP 1.0490 20.66 7.67 0.138187 5'-5½ 5.039
107 10'-0 20.66 5.6 13.611 31'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 52.24 4.59 0.022971 8'-6 0.195
316 14'-11 31.58 16.518
312 14'-11 16.713 8'-6
120




BL 2.1570 73.24 6.43 0.042909 7'-10 0.337
312 14'-11 20.99 16.713
311 14'-11 17.050 7'-10
120




BL 2.1570 94.16 8.27 0.068300 87'-8 8.301
311 14'-11 20.92 17.050 33'-10 0.759
309 13'-2 26.110 121'-6½
120
Flow (q) from Route 20
5fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




AO 1.0490 20.67 7.67 0.138348 7'-10½ 5.377
117 9'-0 20.67 5.6 13.628 31'-0 -2.366







BL 2.1570 21.52 1.89 0.004450 9'-7½ 0.043
335 14'-5½ 0.84 16.639
346 14'-5½ 16.681 9'-7½
120




BL 2.1570 42.66 3.75 0.015788 9'-2 0.475
346 14'-5½ 21.14 16.681 20'-11 0.361
358 13'-7½ 17.518 30'-1
120
Flow (q) from Route 27
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




DR 1.0490 20.71 7.69 0.138794 8'-11½ 5.546
120 10'-0 20.71 5.6 13.675 31'-0 -2.132








DR 1.0490 20.73 7.69 0.139023 6'-6 5.491
108 10'-0 20.73 5.6 13.700 33'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 59.00 5.18 0.028768 16'-2 0.961
318 14'-11 38.27 17.059 17'-3
313 14'-11 18.020 33'-5
120





BL 2.1570 80.44 7.06 0.051044 88'-11½ 8.027
313 14'-11 21.44 18.020 68'-3½ 0.759
310 13'-2 26.806 157'-3
120
Flow (q) from Route 33
13fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




AO 1.0490 20.74 7.70 0.139222 7'-10½ 5.411
104 9'-0 20.74 5.6 13.721 31'-0 -2.565








AO 1.0490 20.74 7.70 0.139229 3'-6½ 4.531
114 10'-0 20.74 5.6 13.722 29'-0 -1.861







SP 1.3800 20.74 4.45 0.036618 0'-8 0.244
329 14'-3½ 16.393 6'-0 0.289






CM 4.2600 29.58 0.67 0.000292 1'-3 0.000
331 13'-7½ 8.84 16.926
336 13'-7½ 16.926 1'-3
120




CM 4.2600 19.14 0.43 0.000130 2'-11 0.000
336 13'-7½ 16.926





CM 4.2600 62.82 1.41 0.001175 8'-9 0.010
341 13'-7½ 43.68 16.927
348 13'-7½ 16.937 8'-9
120




CM 4.2600 82.02 1.85 0.001924 0'-11½ 0.002
348 13'-7½ 19.19 16.937
347 13'-7½ 16.939 0'-11½
120
Flow (q) from Route 22




AO 1.0490 20.76 7.71 0.139471 4'-11½ 4.738
119 10'-0 20.76 5.6 13.748 29'-0 -1.572







CM 4.2600 47.11 1.06 0.000690 8'-6½ 0.012
338 13'-7½ 26.35 16.914 8'-11½
332 13'-7½ 16.926 17'-6
120
Flow (q) from Route 50
fE(8'-11½)
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250




CM 4.2600 8.84 0.20 0.000031 0'-10 0.000
332 13'-7½ 16.926
331 13'-7½ 16.926 0'-10
120




DR 1.0490 20.78 7.71 0.139670 7'-11½ 5.444
105 9'-0 20.78 5.6 13.769 31'-0 -2.565








DR 1.0490 20.78 7.72 0.139713 3'-8 4.285
134 10'-0 20.78 5.6 13.773 27'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 20.78 1.82 0.004174 11'-8 0.049
364 14'-11 15.926
359 14'-11 15.975 11'-8
120




AO 1.0490 20.82 7.73 0.140201 3'-6½ 4.562
128 10'-0 20.82 5.6 13.825 29'-0 -1.861







SP 1.3800 20.82 4.47 0.036874 0'-8 0.246
354 14'-3½ 16.526 6'-0 0.289
355 13'-7½ 17.061 6'-8
120
PO(6'-0)




AO 1.0490 20.84 7.74 0.140462 3'-6½ 4.570
132 10'-0 20.84 5.6 13.853 29'-0 -1.861







SP 1.3800 20.84 4.47 0.036942 0'-8 0.246
360 14'-3½ 16.563 6'-0 0.289
362 13'-7½ 17.098 6'-8
120
PO(6'-0)




DR 1.0490 20.88 7.75 0.140904 2'-11½ 4.503
127 10'-0 20.88 5.6 13.900 29'-0 -1.933








SP 1.0490 20.89 7.75 0.141018 4'-3½ 4.977
133 10'-0 20.89 5.6 13.913 31'-0 -1.572








SP 1.0490 20.92 7.77 0.141414 5'-11½ 5.227
101 10'-0 20.92 5.6 13.955 31'-0 -2.132








AO 1.0490 20.93 7.77 0.141576 5'-0 4.811
109 10'-0 20.93 5.6 13.972 29'-0 -2.132








DR 1.0490 20.95 7.78 0.141780 4'-0 4.395
118 10'-0 20.95 5.6 13.994 27'-0 -2.276







BL 2.1570 19.19 1.68 0.003602 7'-11½ 0.119
343 15'-3 16.113 25'-2½ 0.704
348 13'-7½ 16.937 33'-2
120
3fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




DR 1.0490 20.99 7.79 0.142329 4'-8 4.792
102 10'-0 20.99 5.6 14.052 29'-0 -2.132








DR 1.0490 21.03 7.81 0.142771 3'-8 4.378
116 10'-0 21.03 5.6 14.100 27'-0 -2.132








SP 1.0490 21.04 7.81 0.142900 4'-3½ 5.044
130 10'-0 21.04 5.6 14.113 31'-0 -1.572








DR 1.0490 21.10 7.83 0.143727 3'-8 4.408
115 10'-0 21.10 5.6 14.202 27'-0 -2.132








DR 1.0490 21.14 7.85 0.144243 3'-2½ 4.357
122 10'-0 21.14 5.6 14.257 27'-0 -1.933




• • • • • Route 28 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
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Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250




DR 1.0490 21.14 7.85 0.144248 2'-8 4.279
110 10'-0 21.14 5.6 14.257 27'-0 -2.132







BL 2.1570 31.58 2.77 0.009054 8'-2 0.113
320 14'-11 10.44 16.405 4'-3½
316 14'-11 16.518 12'-5½
120
Flow (q) from Route 41
fE(4'-3½)




SP 1.0490 21.15 7.85 0.144339 0'-4 0.770
137 14'-7½ 21.15 5.6 14.267 5'-0 0.145







BL 2.1570 89.43 7.85 0.062095 6'-10½ 1.726
369 14'-3½ 68.28 15.181 20'-11 0.289
367 13'-7½ 17.196 27'-9½
120
Flow (q) from Route 36
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




AO 1.0490 21.23 7.88 0.145311 5'-6½ 5.019
135 8'-0 21.23 5.6 14.371 29'-0 -2.728







SP 1.3800 21.23 4.55 0.038218 0'-8 0.255
365 14'-3½ 16.663 6'-0 0.289
366 13'-7½ 17.206 6'-8
120
PO(6'-0)




AO 1.0490 21.24 7.89 0.145463 4'-2 1.624
129 14'-9½ 21.24 5.6 14.387 7'-0 0.023







BL 2.1570 21.24 1.86 0.004346 5'-6 0.024
352 14'-9 16.034





BL 2.1570 43.68 3.84 0.016495 6'-5½ 0.381
124 14'-9 22.44 5.6 16.058 16'-7½ 0.488








DR 1.0490 21.25 7.89 0.145633 4'-8 4.612
112 9'-0 21.25 5.6 14.405 27'-0 -2.565








DR 1.0490 21.44 7.96 0.147993 6'-1½ 5.494
103 10'-0 21.44 5.6 14.658 31'-0 -2.132








DR 1.0490 21.45 7.96 0.148069 3'-8 4.541
113 10'-0 21.45 5.6 14.666 27'-0 -2.132








DR 1.0490 21.82 8.10 0.152914 3'-8 4.689
106 10'-0 21.82 5.6 15.185 27'-0 -2.132








AO 1.0490 22.45 8.33 0.161165 1'-2½ 0.997
138 7'-0 22.45 5.6 16.073 5'-0 0.019







BL 2.1570 45.47 3.99 0.017767 8'-10 0.310
370 6'-11½ 17.090 8'-7½ -0.813






BL 2.1570 68.28 5.99 0.037690 12'-7 0.961
139 8'-10 22.81 5.6 16.587 12'-11 -2.366








AO 1.0490 23.02 8.55 0.168805 0'-9 0.967
136 5'-0 23.02 5.6 16.899 5'-0 0.023







BL 2.1570 23.02 2.02 0.005043 7'-2½ 0.080
368 4'-11 17.889 8'-7½ -0.879
370 6'-11½ 17.090 15'-10
120
2fE(4'-3½)




CM 4.2600 208.40 4.69 0.010799 5'-1 0.055
304 13'-2 160.88 23.087
305 13'-2 23.142 5'-1
120
Flow (q) from Route 39




CM 4.2600 108.41 2.44 0.003223 8'-8 0.028
327 13'-7½ 160.88 19.155
324 13'-7½ 19.183 8'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 44
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BL 2.1570 54.32 4.77 0.024688 103'-8½ 3.593
324 13'-7½ 19.183 41'-10 0.199







CM 4.2600 108.41 2.44 0.003223 6'-10 0.022
302 13'-2 54.09 22.975
303 13'-2 22.998 6'-10
120




CM 4.2600 160.88 3.62 0.006690 13'-4 0.089
303 13'-2 52.47 22.998
304 13'-2 23.087 13'-4
120
Flow (q) from Route 40




DY 2.1570 52.47 4.61 0.023152 102'-0 3.643
327 13'-7½ 160.88 19.155 55'-4½ 0.199
303 13'-2 22.998 157'-4½
120








BL 2.1570 10.44 0.92 0.001168 12'-3½ 0.039
336 13'-7½ 16.926 21'-0½ -0.560








BL 2.1570 61.82 5.43 0.031357 146'-2 7.651
350 13'-7½ 17.792 97'-10 0.199








BL 2.1570 54.36 4.77 0.024724 113'-7 4.056
344 13'-7½ 18.931 50'-5½ 0.199








CM 4.2600 160.88 3.62 0.006690 12'-2½ 0.082
334 13'-7½ 208.40 19.074
327 13'-7½ 19.155 12'-2½
120
Flow (q) from Route 49




BL 2.1570 47.52 4.17 0.019276 104'-3 3.814
334 13'-7½ 208.40 19.074 93'-7½ 0.199
304 13'-2 23.087 197'-10½
120








CM 4.2600 54.09 1.22 0.000891 6'-1½ 0.005
301 13'-2 54.09 22.970
302 13'-2 22.975 6'-1½
120
Flow (q) from Route 48




BL 2.1570 0.84 0.07 0.000011 6'-0 0.000
326 14'-11 16.440 8'-7½ 0.199
335 14'-5½ 16.639 14'-7½
120
2fE(4'-3½)




CM 4.2600 54.09 1.22 0.000891 6'-9½ 0.006
324 13'-7½ 19.183





BL 2.1570 54.09 4.75 0.024496 104'-4½ 3.582
321 13'-7½ 19.189 41'-10 0.199








CM 4.2600 208.40 4.69 0.010799 6'-2½ 0.067
339 13'-7½ 19.006
334 13'-7½ 19.074 6'-2½
120




CM 4.2600 26.35 0.59 0.000235 1'-4 0.000
342 13'-7½ 16.913
338 13'-7½ 16.914 1'-4
120




BL 2.1570 1.76 0.15 0.000043 15'-8 0.001
343 15'-3 16.113 12'-11 0.343
349 14'-5½ 16.457 28'-7
120
3fE(4'-3½)




BL 2.1570 38.27 3.36 0.012918 19'-10 0.693
332 13'-7½ 16.926 33'-10 -0.560








BL 2.1570 8.58 0.75 0.000812 7'-0½ 0.019
345 14'-11 16.328 16'-7½ 0.560
351 13'-7½ 16.907 23'-7½
120
fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)
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Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points




















FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
















PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer








Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
Actual Inside Diameter
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Flow Diagram (Top View)
Report Description: Level 1
Job Number: 1250
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Hydraulic Summary







Hose Flow Static Residual Flow Total Demand
(gpm) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (psi)@@Name
1 81.464 62.412 19.0522050.00250.00 67.00090.000 1199.65
Design EngineerJob Number
Total Water Required (Including Hose Allowance)
1199.65














Coverage Per SprinklerNumber Of Sprinklers Calculated
Density
Job Suffix
AutoPeak Results: Pressure For Remote Area(s) Adjacent To Most Remote Area
Volume capacity of Dry PipesVolume capacity of Wet Pipes
10.55 between nodes 2 and 8
Maximum Velocity Under Ground
14.87 between nodes 318 and 321
Maximum Velocity Above Ground
5.6 K-Factor   22.10 at  15.574
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
System
SERC/Building 30Berkeley, CA 94720
Job Site/Building
California State Fire MarshalBuilding 30, McMillan Road
AHJ
C16 - 629778Solar Energy Research Center
Job








343 Sansome Street, 14th Floor
Address 2
San Francisco, CA 94104
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Hydraulic Graph
Report Description: Level 2
Job Number: 1250






Supply at Node 1
Hydraulic Graph
Supply at Node 1
62.412 @ 949.65
62.412 @ 1199.65
Available Pressure at Time of Test
81.464 @ 1199.65
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Device (gpm)





Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Level 2
Job Number: 1250
Sprinkler 101 27.59 22.10 5.6 24.279
Sprinkler 102 27.51 22.10 5.6 24.136
Sprinkler 103 27.46 22.10 5.6 24.053
Sprinkler 104 27.87 22.10 5.6 24.776
Sprinkler 105 27.32 22.10 5.6 23.799
Sprinkler 106 25.21 22.10 5.6 20.265
Sprinkler 107 27.85 22.10 5.6 24.733
Sprinkler 108 27.28 22.10 5.6 23.738
Sprinkler 109 25.77 22.10 5.6 21.176
Sprinkler 110 26.70 22.10 5.6 22.728
Sprinkler 111 25.70 22.10 5.6 21.055
Sprinkler 112 27.66 22.10 5.6 24.403
Sprinkler 113 26.61 22.10 5.6 22.573
Sprinkler 114 25.66 22.10 5.6 20.990
Sprinkler 115 24.93 22.10 5.6 19.820
Sprinkler 116 25.49 22.10 5.6 20.724
Sprinkler 117 26.21 22.10 5.6 21.902
Sprinkler 118 27.64 22.10 5.6 24.361
Sprinkler 119 24.87 22.10 5.6 19.729
Sprinkler 120 25.03 22.10 5.6 19.974
Sprinkler 121 24.96 22.10 5.6 19.867
Sprinkler 122 24.90 22.10 5.6 19.775
Sprinkler 123 25.57 22.10 5.6 20.846
Sprinkler 124 22.95 22.10 5.6 16.798
Sprinkler 125 25.48 22.10 5.6 20.699
Sprinkler 126 24.85 22.10 5.6 19.691
Sprinkler 127 25.37 22.10 5.6 20.520
Sprinkler 128 25.42 22.10 5.6 20.604
Sprinkler 129 24.63 22.10 5.6 19.345
Sprinkler 130 24.88 22.10 5.6 19.737
Sprinkler 131 24.59 22.10 5.6 19.277
Sprinkler 132 22.10 22.10 5.6 15.574
Sprinkler 133 24.70 22.10 5.6 19.458
Sprinkler 134 25.39 22.10 5.6 20.564
Sprinkler 135 24.41 22.10 5.6 19.001
Sprinkler 136 24.59 22.10 5.6 19.284
Sprinkler 137 24.49 22.10 5.6 19.123
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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FittingsNode Elevation(Foot) Pressure(psi) Discharge(gpm)
Node Analysis
Report Description: Level 2
Job Number: 1250
1 -6'-3¾ S 62.412 949.65
101 27'-0 Spr(-24.279), fd(22'-0) 24.279 27.59
102 27'-0 Spr(-24.136), fd(22'-0) 24.136 27.51
103 27'-0 Spr(-24.053), fd(22'-0) 24.053 27.46
104 27'-0 Spr(-24.776), fd(22'-0) 24.776 27.87
105 27'-0 Spr(-23.799), fd(22'-0) 23.799 27.32
106 27'-0 Spr(-20.265), fd(22'-0) 20.265 25.21
107 27'-0 Spr(-24.733), fd(22'-0) 24.733 27.85
108 27'-0 Spr(-23.738), fd(22'-0) 23.738 27.28
109 27'-0 Spr(-21.176), fd(22'-0) 21.176 25.77
110 27'-0 Spr(-22.728), fd(22'-0) 22.728 26.70
111 27'-0 Spr(-21.055), fd(22'-0) 21.055 25.70
112 26'-0 Spr(-24.403), fd(22'-0) 24.403 27.66
113 27'-0 Spr(-22.573), fd(22'-0) 22.573 26.61
114 27'-0 Spr(-20.990), fd(22'-0) 20.990 25.66
115 27'-0 Spr(-19.820), fd(22'-0) 19.820 24.93
116 26'-0 Spr(-20.724), fd(22'-0) 20.724 25.49
117 27'-0 Spr(-21.902), fd(22'-0) 21.902 26.21
118 26'-0 Spr(-24.361), fd(22'-0) 24.361 27.64
119 27'-0 Spr(-19.729), fd(22'-0) 19.729 24.87
120 26'-0 Spr(-19.974), fd(22'-0) 19.974 25.03
121 27'-0 Spr(-19.867), fd(22'-0) 19.867 24.96
122 27'-0 Spr(-19.775), fd(22'-0) 19.775 24.90
123 26'-0 Spr(-20.846), fd(22'-0) 20.846 25.57
124 27'-0 Spr(-16.798), fd(22'-0) 16.798 22.95
125 27'-0 Spr(-20.699), fd(22'-0) 20.699 25.48
126 27'-0 Spr(-19.691), fd(22'-0) 19.691 24.85
127 26'-0 Spr(-20.520), fd(22'-0) 20.520 25.37
128 27'-0 Spr(-20.604), fd(22'-0) 20.604 25.42
129 27'-0 Spr(-19.345), fd(22'-0) 19.345 24.63
130 27'-0 Spr(-19.737), fd(22'-0) 19.737 24.88
131 30'-9¼ Spr(-19.277) 19.277 24.59
132 27'-0 Spr(-15.574), fd(22'-0) 15.574 22.10
133 30'-8 Spr(-19.458) 19.458 24.70
134 27'-0 Spr(-20.564), fd(22'-0) 20.564 25.39
135 27'-0 Spr(-19.001), fd(22'-0) 19.001 24.41
136 30'-2½ Spr(-19.284) 19.284 24.59
137 30'-2½ Spr(-19.123) 19.123 24.49
2 -6'-3¾ E(14'-0) 61.871
8 7'-0½ BV(12'-7) 51.998
9 12'-10¼ fE(12'-7) 49.021
11 28'-4¼ fE(12'-7) 35.955
301 28'-10½ PO(12'-3¾) 31.564
302 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.580
303 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.393
304 28'-10½ PO(12'-3¾) 31.312
305 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.284
306 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 30.361
307 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.183
308 28'-10½ PO(12'-3¾) 31.193
309 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 26.278
310 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 26.220
311 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 30.307
312 30'-2½ PO(5'-0) 27.740
313 28'-10½ PO(12'-3¾) 31.097
314 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.102
315 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 25.677
316 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 27.589
317 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.062
318 28'-10½ PO(12'-3¾) 31.063
319 30'-2½ PO(5'-0) 25.548
320 30'-8 PO(5'-0) 23.961
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FittingsNode Elevation(Foot) Pressure(psi) Discharge(gpm)
Node Analysis
Report Description: Level 2
Job Number: 1250
321 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 24.963
322 30'-0 PO(5'-0) 26.745
323 28'-10½ PO(12'-3¾) 31.007
324 28'-10½ PO(5'-0) 31.007
325 30'-2½ PO(5'-0) 24.130
326 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 24.009
327 30'-8 PO(5'-0) 23.846
328 30'-2½ PO(5'-0) 24.014
329 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 25.119
330 30'-3 PO(5'-0) 25.171
331 30'-8 PO(5'-0) 23.798
332 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 24.704
333 30'-8 PO(5'-0) 20.126
334 30'-3 PO(5'-0) 25.051
335 30'-2½ PO(5'-0) 23.966
336 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 23.451
337 30'-8 PO(5'-0) 19.392
338 30'-3 PO(5'-0) 25.001
339 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 23.369
340 30'-3½ PO(5'-0) 23.367
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Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250
Report Description: Level 2




DR 1.0490 22.10 8.20 0.156532 3'-6½ 5.407
132 27'-0 22.10 5.6 15.574 31'-0 -1.589







BL 2.1570 71.18 6.25 0.040707 1'-7½ 0.066
337 30'-8 19.392





BL 2.1570 95.88 8.42 0.070635 9'-5½ 0.668
133 30'-8 24.70 5.6 19.458






BL 2.1570 118.83 10.43 0.105062 13'-10½ 3.721
333 30'-8 22.95 20.126 21'-6½ 0.163
326 30'-3½ 24.009 35'-5
120





BL 2.1570 143.86 12.63 0.149625 6'-4½ 0.954
326 30'-3½ 25.03 24.009
321 30'-3½ 24.963 6'-4½
120




BL 2.1570 169.36 14.87 0.202339 10'-6 5.486
321 30'-3½ 25.49 24.963 16'-7¼ 0.614
318 28'-10½ 31.063 27'-1¼
120





CM 6.3570 349.22 3.53 0.003995 8'-8 0.035
318 28'-10½ 179.87 31.063 -0.000
313 28'-10½ 31.097 8'-8
120




CM 6.3570 478.33 4.84 0.007150 0'-8 0.005
313 28'-10½ 129.11 31.097
314 28'-10½ 31.102 0'-8
120




CM 6.3570 505.61 5.11 0.007923 10'-2¼ 0.081
314 28'-10½ 27.28 31.102
307 28'-10½ 31.183 10'-2¼
120




CM 6.3570 532.93 5.39 0.008733 1'-1¾ 0.010
307 28'-10½ 27.32 31.183
308 28'-10½ 31.193 1'-1¾
120




CM 6.3570 660.03 6.67 0.012972 7'-0 0.091
308 28'-10½ 127.10 31.193
305 28'-10½ 31.284 7'-0
120




CM 6.3570 687.49 6.95 0.013988 2'-0 0.028
305 28'-10½ 27.46 31.284
304 28'-10½ 31.312 2'-0
120




CM 6.3570 838.82 8.48 0.020212 4'-0 0.081
304 28'-10½ 151.33 31.312
303 28'-10½ 31.393 4'-0
120




CM 6.3570 866.33 8.76 0.021455 8'-0 0.172
303 28'-10½ 27.51 31.393
301 28'-10½ 31.564 8'-0
120




CM 6.3570 922.06 9.32 0.024078 0'-8 0.016
301 28'-10½ 55.72 31.564
302 28'-10½ 31.580 0'-8
120




CM 6.3570 949.65 9.60 0.025428 93'-10¼ 4.145
302 28'-10½ 31.580 69'-1¾ 0.230






FR 6.3570 949.65 9.60 0.025428 64'-9¾ 6.348
11 28'-4¼ 35.955 184'-10 6.719
9 12'-10¼ 49.021 249'-7½
120






FR 6.3570 949.65 9.60 0.025428 5'-6¾ 0.461
9 12'-10¼ 49.021 12'-7 2.515






UG 6.0650 949.65 10.55 0.031971 12'-8 4.079
8 7'-0½ 51.998 14'-0 5.794






UG 6.3400 949.65 9.65 0.019370 23'-0 0.541
2 -6'-3¾ 61.871 4'-11½




250.00 Hose Allowance At Source
1




DR 1.0490 22.95 8.52 0.167873 2'-3½ 4.917
124 27'-0 22.95 5.6 16.798 27'-0 -1.589




• • • • • Route 3 • • • • •
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Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250




DR 1.0490 24.41 9.06 0.188148 1'-9½ 5.793
135 27'-0 24.41 5.6 19.001 29'-0 -1.426







BL 2.1570 49.00 4.30 0.020400 4'-0½ 0.082
339 30'-3½ 24.59 23.369
336 30'-3½ 23.451 4'-0½
120




BL 2.1570 73.63 6.46 0.043335 11'-8¼ 1.253
336 30'-3½ 24.63 23.451 17'-2¾
332 30'-3½ 24.704 28'-11
120





BL 2.1570 99.00 8.69 0.074936 5'-6½ 0.415
332 30'-3½ 25.37 24.704
329 30'-3½ 25.119 5'-6½
120




BL 2.1570 124.56 10.94 0.114625 12'-2 5.274
329 30'-3½ 25.57 25.119 33'-10 0.614
323 28'-10½ 31.007 46'-0¼
120





CM 6.3570 124.56 1.26 0.000593 0'-6 0.000
323 28'-10½ 31.007 -0.000





CM 6.3570 152.20 1.54 0.000860 13'-10¼ 0.055
324 28'-10½ 27.64 31.007 50'-3½
317 28'-10½ 31.062 64'-1¾
120





CM 6.3570 179.87 1.82 0.001171 0'-8 0.001
317 28'-10½ 27.66 31.062 0.000
318 28'-10½ 31.063 0'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 33




BL 2.1570 24.49 2.15 0.005654 11'-3½ 0.161
137 30'-2½ 24.49 5.6 19.123 17'-2¾ -0.000







BL 2.1570 49.08 4.31 0.020463 6'-4½ 0.307
136 30'-2½ 24.59 5.6 19.284 8'-7½ -0.199








SP 1.0490 24.59 9.13 0.190667 9'-4½ 3.883
131 30'-9¼ 24.59 5.6 19.277 11'-0 0.208







BL 2.1570 24.59 2.16 0.005696 0'-3 0.001
340 30'-3½ 23.367
339 30'-3½ 23.369 0'-3
120




DR 1.0490 24.63 9.14 0.191297 1'-11 5.532
129 27'-0 24.63 5.6 19.345 27'-0 -1.426








DR 1.0490 24.85 9.22 0.194456 2'-3½ 5.696
126 27'-0 24.85 5.6 19.691 27'-0 -1.589







BL 2.1570 24.85 2.18 0.005810 8'-3¼ 0.048
331 30'-8 23.798





BL 2.1570 49.72 4.37 0.020962 5'-6 0.115
327 30'-8 24.87 23.846
320 30'-8 23.961 5'-6
120




BL 2.1570 74.65 6.55 0.044458 14'-10¼ 1.426
320 30'-8 24.93 23.961 17'-2¾ 0.289
315 30'-0 25.677 32'-1
120





BL 2.1570 100.35 8.81 0.076844 7'-0¾ 0.543
315 30'-0 25.70 25.677
310 30'-0 26.220 7'-0¾
120




BL 2.1570 126.12 11.07 0.117287 0'-6 0.059
310 30'-0 25.77 26.220
309 30'-0 26.278 0'-6
120




BL 2.1570 151.33 13.29 0.164308 11'-0¾ 4.546
309 30'-0 25.21 26.278 16'-7¼ 0.487
304 28'-10½ 31.312 27'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 14
fE(4'-3¾), PO(12'-3¾)




DR 1.0490 24.87 9.23 0.194802 2'-3½ 5.706
119 27'-0 24.87 5.6 19.729 27'-0 -1.589








DR 1.0490 24.88 9.24 0.194876 1'-10 5.619
130 27'-0 24.88 5.6 19.737 27'-0 -1.390
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BL 2.1570 24.88 2.18 0.005822 8'-3¼ 0.048
335 30'-2½ 23.966





BL 2.1570 49.78 4.37 0.021008 5'-6 0.116
328 30'-2½ 24.90 24.014
325 30'-2½ 24.130 5'-6
120




BL 2.1570 74.74 6.56 0.044555 14'-7¼ 1.418
325 30'-2½ 24.96 24.130 17'-2¾
319 30'-2½ 25.548 31'-10
120





BL 2.1570 100.40 8.81 0.076912 11'-3¼ 2.192
319 30'-2½ 25.66 25.548 17'-2¾
312 30'-2½ 27.740 28'-6
120





BL 2.1570 127.10 11.16 0.118971 7'-6¾ 2.876
312 30'-2½ 26.70 27.740 16'-7¼ 0.577
308 28'-10½ 31.193 24'-2
120
Flow (q) from Route 26
fE(4'-3¾), PO(12'-3¾)




DR 1.0490 24.90 9.24 0.195224 1'-10 5.629
122 27'-0 24.90 5.6 19.775 27'-0 -1.390








DR 1.0490 24.93 9.25 0.195633 2'-3½ 5.730
115 27'-0 24.93 5.6 19.820 27'-0 -1.589








DR 1.0490 24.96 9.27 0.196060 1'-10 5.653
121 27'-0 24.96 5.6 19.867 27'-0 -1.390








DR 1.0490 25.03 9.29 0.197042 2'-11 5.895
120 26'-0 25.03 5.6 19.974 27'-0 -1.860








DR 1.0490 25.21 9.36 0.199691 5'-7½ 7.313
106 27'-0 25.21 5.6 20.265 31'-0 -1.300








DR 1.0490 25.37 9.42 0.202017 2'-11 6.044
127 26'-0 25.37 5.6 20.520 27'-0 -1.860








DR 1.0490 25.39 9.43 0.202418 1'-10½ 5.845
134 27'-0 25.39 5.6 20.564 27'-0 -1.408







BL 2.1570 25.39 2.23 0.006048 8'-3¼ 0.050
338 30'-3 25.001





BL 2.1570 50.81 4.46 0.021821 5'-6 0.120
334 30'-3 25.42 25.051
330 30'-3 25.171 5'-6
120




BL 2.1570 76.29 6.70 0.046279 14'-5¼ 1.466
330 30'-3 25.48 25.171 17'-2¾ 0.108
322 30'-0 26.745 31'-8
120





BL 2.1570 102.50 9.00 0.079917 10'-6¾ 0.844
322 30'-0 26.21 26.745
316 30'-0 27.589 10'-6¾
120




BL 2.1570 129.11 11.34 0.122476 8'-0¾ 3.021
316 30'-0 26.61 27.589 16'-7¼ 0.487
313 28'-10½ 31.097 24'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 25
fE(4'-3¾), PO(12'-3¾)




DR 1.0490 25.42 9.44 0.202779 1'-10½ 5.855
128 27'-0 25.42 5.6 20.604 27'-0 -1.408








DR 1.0490 25.48 9.46 0.203644 1'-10½ 5.880
125 27'-0 25.48 5.6 20.699 27'-0 -1.408








DR 1.0490 25.49 9.46 0.203870 2'-11 6.099
116 26'-0 25.49 5.6 20.724 27'-0 -1.860




• • • • • Route 20 • • • • •
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DR 1.0490 25.57 9.49 0.204987 2'-11 6.133
123 26'-0 25.57 5.6 20.846 27'-0 -1.860








DR 1.0490 25.66 9.52 0.206293 1'-10 5.948
114 27'-0 25.66 5.6 20.990 27'-0 -1.390








DR 1.0490 25.70 9.54 0.206881 1'-7½ 5.922
111 27'-0 25.70 5.6 21.055 27'-0 -1.300








DR 1.0490 25.77 9.57 0.207983 1'-6 6.343
109 27'-0 25.77 5.6 21.176 29'-0 -1.300








DR 1.0490 26.21 9.73 0.214574 1'-7½ 6.142
117 27'-0 26.21 5.6 21.902 27'-0 -1.300








DR 1.0490 26.61 9.88 0.220642 1'-7½ 6.316
113 27'-0 26.61 5.6 22.573 27'-0 -1.300








DR 1.0490 26.70 9.91 0.222044 1'-10 6.402
110 27'-0 26.70 5.6 22.728 27'-0 -1.390








SP 1.0490 27.28 10.13 0.231157 4'-4½ 8.177
108 27'-0 27.28 5.6 23.738 31'-0 -0.813








SP 1.0490 27.32 10.14 0.231708 4'-4½ 8.197
105 27'-0 27.32 5.6 23.799 31'-0 -0.813








SP 1.0490 27.46 10.20 0.233993 3'-4½ 8.044
103 27'-0 27.46 5.6 24.053 31'-0 -0.813








SP 1.0490 27.51 10.21 0.234741 3'-4½ 8.069
102 27'-0 27.51 5.6 24.136 31'-0 -0.813








SP 1.0490 27.59 10.24 0.236030 3'-4½ 8.114
101 27'-0 27.59 5.6 24.279 31'-0 -0.813








SP 1.0490 27.64 10.26 0.236764 2'-4 7.892
118 26'-0 27.64 5.6 24.361 31'-0 -1.246








SP 1.0490 27.66 10.27 0.237145 2'-4 7.905
112 26'-0 27.66 5.6 24.403 31'-0 -1.246








DR 1.0490 27.85 10.34 0.240110 1'-7½ 6.873
107 27'-0 27.85 5.6 24.733 27'-0 -1.300







BL 2.1570 27.85 2.45 0.007174 7'-6¾ 0.054
311 30'-0 30.307





BL 2.1570 55.72 4.89 0.025882 11'-0¾ 0.716
306 30'-0 27.87 30.361 16'-7¼ 0.487
301 28'-10½ 31.564 27'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 35
fE(4'-3¾), PO(12'-3¾)




DR 1.0490 27.87 10.35 0.240497 1'-7½ 6.884
104 27'-0 27.87 5.6 24.776 27'-0 -1.300
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Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points




















FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
















PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer








Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
Actual Inside Diameter
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Flow Diagram (Top View)
Report Description: Level 2
Job Number: 1250
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Hydraulic Summary







Hose Flow Static Residual Flow Total Demand
(gpm) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (psi)@@Name
1 84.512 75.965 8.5472050.00250.00 67.00090.000 944.86
Design EngineerJob Number
Total Water Required (Including Hose Allowance)
944.86














Coverage Per SprinklerNumber Of Sprinklers Calculated
Density
Job Suffix
AutoPeak Results: Pressure For Remote Area(s) Adjacent To Most Remote Area
Volume capacity of Dry PipesVolume capacity of Wet Pipes
7.72 between nodes 2 and 8
Maximum Velocity Under Ground
15.64 between nodes 13 and 110
Maximum Velocity Above Ground
5.6 K-Factor   21.42 at  14.631
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
System
SERC/Building 30Berkeley, CA 94720
Job Site/Building
California State Fire MarshalBuilding 30, McMillan Road
AHJ
C16 - 629778Solar Energy Research Center
Job








343 Sansome Street, 14th Floor
Address 2
San Francisco, CA 94104
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Hydraulic Graph
Report Description: Level 3
Job Number: 1250






Supply at Node 1
Hydraulic Graph
Supply at Node 1
75.965 @ 694.86
75.965 @ 944.86
Available Pressure at Time of Test
84.512 @ 944.86
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Device (gpm)





Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Level 3
Job Number: 1250
Sprinkler 301 21.42 21.42 5.6 14.631
Sprinkler 302 21.45 21.42 5.6 14.665
Sprinkler 303 21.54 21.42 5.6 14.791
Sprinkler 304 21.56 21.42 5.6 14.816
Sprinkler 305 21.62 21.42 5.6 14.902
Sprinkler 306 21.69 21.42 5.6 15.002
Sprinkler 307 21.70 21.42 5.6 15.022
Sprinkler 308 21.73 21.42 5.6 15.058
Sprinkler 309 21.78 21.42 5.6 15.121
Sprinkler 310 21.79 21.42 5.6 15.137
Sprinkler 311 21.82 21.42 5.6 15.186
Sprinkler 312 21.84 21.42 5.6 15.206
Sprinkler 313 21.99 21.42 5.6 15.426
Sprinkler 314 22.02 21.42 5.6 15.459
Sprinkler 315 22.06 21.42 5.6 15.516
Sprinkler 316 22.06 21.42 5.6 15.525
Sprinkler 317 22.34 21.42 5.6 15.919
Sprinkler 318 22.51 21.42 5.6 16.153
Sprinkler 319 22.53 21.42 5.6 16.191
Sprinkler 320 22.53 21.42 5.6 16.193
Sprinkler 321 22.56 21.42 5.6 16.224
Sprinkler 322 22.56 21.42 5.6 16.231
Sprinkler 323 22.57 21.42 5.6 16.247
Sprinkler 324 22.64 21.42 5.6 16.352
Sprinkler 325 22.81 21.42 5.6 16.589
Sprinkler 326 22.90 21.42 5.6 16.723
Sprinkler 327 23.14 21.42 5.6 17.071
Sprinkler 328 23.48 21.42 5.6 17.577
Sprinkler 329 23.51 21.42 5.6 17.629
Sprinkler 330 25.34 21.42 5.6 20.468
Sprinkler 331 25.37 21.42 5.6 20.528
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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FittingsNode Elevation(Foot) Pressure(psi) Discharge(gpm)
Node Analysis
Report Description: Level 3
Job Number: 1250
106 45'-3½ PO(5'-0) 21.420
107 45'-3½ PO(12'-3½) 21.721
108 45'-3½ PO(12'-3½) 22.103
109 45'-3½ PO(12'-3½) 22.181
110 45'-3½ PO(12'-3½) 22.813
111 46'-7½ PO(5'-0) 17.613
112 46'-7½ PO(5'-0) 17.856
113 46'-7½ PO(5'-0) 18.405
114 46'-7½ PO(5'-0) 18.963
115 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 18.295
116 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 18.627
117 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 18.854
118 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 18.899
119 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 19.062
120 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 19.409
121 45'-9½ PO(12'-3½) 20.593
122 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 18.104
123 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 18.124
124 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 18.283
125 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 20.289
126 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 20.337
127 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 20.339
128 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 20.388
129 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 19.532
130 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 19.562
131 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 19.698
132 46'-3½ PO(5'-0) 20.004
133 46'-3 PO(5'-0) 20.639
1 -6'-0 S 75.965 694.86
301 44'-6 Spr(-14.631), fd(24'-0) 14.631 21.42
302 44'-6 Spr(-14.665), fd(24'-0) 14.665 21.45
303 44'-6 Spr(-14.791), fd(24'-0) 14.791 21.54
304 42'-0 Spr(-14.816), fd(24'-0) 14.816 21.56
305 42'-0 Spr(-14.902), fd(24'-0) 14.902 21.62
306 42'-0 Spr(-15.002), fd(24'-0) 15.002 21.69
307 44'-6 Spr(-15.022), fd(24'-0) 15.022 21.70
308 44'-6 Spr(-15.058), fd(24'-0) 15.058 21.73
309 42'-0 Spr(-15.121), fd(24'-0) 15.121 21.78
310 42'-0 Spr(-15.137), fd(24'-0) 15.137 21.79
311 44'-6 Spr(-15.186), fd(24'-0) 15.186 21.82
312 42'-0 Spr(-15.206), fd(24'-0) 15.206 21.84
313 42'-0 Spr(-15.426), fd(24'-0) 15.426 21.99
314 44'-6 Spr(-15.459), fd(24'-0) 15.459 22.02
315 44'-6 Spr(-15.516), fd(24'-0) 15.516 22.06
316 42'-0 Spr(-15.525), fd(24'-0) 15.525 22.06
317 46'-7½ Spr(-15.919) 15.919 22.34
318 44'-6 Spr(-16.153), fd(24'-0) 16.153 22.51
319 44'-6 Spr(-16.191), fd(24'-0) 16.191 22.53
320 44'-6 Spr(-16.193), fd(24'-0) 16.193 22.53
321 42'-0 Spr(-16.224), fd(24'-0) 16.224 22.56
322 44'-6 Spr(-16.231), fd(24'-0) 16.231 22.56
323 42'-0 Spr(-16.247), fd(24'-0) 16.247 22.57
324 42'-0 Spr(-16.352), fd(24'-0) 16.352 22.64
325 42'-0 Spr(-16.589), fd(24'-0) 16.589 22.81
326 42'-0 Spr(-16.723), fd(24'-0) 16.723 22.90
327 42'-0 Spr(-17.071), fd(24'-0) 17.071 23.14
328 45'-4 Spr(-17.577) 17.577 23.48
329 45'-4 Spr(-17.629) 17.629 23.51
330 46'-3 Spr(-20.468) 20.468 25.34
331 46'-3 Spr(-20.528) 20.528 25.37
2 -6'-0 E(14'-0) 75.662
8 7'-4½ BV(12'-7) 66.578
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FittingsNode Elevation(Foot) Pressure(psi) Discharge(gpm)
Node Analysis
Report Description: Level 3
Job Number: 1250
9 13'-2 fE(12'-7) 63.804
12 34'-6½ PO(26'-4) 51.880
13 45'-1 E(13'-2) 38.346
101 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 18.356
102 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 18.400
103 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 18.559
104 45'-9½ PO(5'-0) 19.480
105 45'-9½ PO(12'-3½) 20.644
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Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250
Report Description: Level 3




DY 1.0490 21.42 7.95 0.147738 0'-0 4.284
301 44'-6 21.42 5.6 14.631 29'-0 -0.559







BL 2.1570 21.42 1.88 0.004414 10'-0 0.044
101 45'-9½ 18.356





BL 2.1570 42.87 3.76 0.015929 10'-0 0.159
102 45'-9½ 21.45 18.400
103 45'-9½ 18.559 10'-0
120




BL 2.1570 64.40 5.65 0.033828 10'-0 0.921
103 45'-9½ 21.54 18.559 17'-3 -0.000
104 45'-9½ 19.480 27'-3
120





BL 2.1570 86.46 7.59 0.058334 7'-8 1.164
104 45'-9½ 22.06 19.480 12'-3½
105 45'-9½ 20.644 19'-11½
120





CM 4.2600 263.87 5.94 0.016711 13'-11½ 0.559
105 45'-9½ 132.32 20.644 19'-6 0.217
106 45'-3½ 21.420 33'-5½
120





CM 4.2600 286.77 6.46 0.019493 6'-6 0.301
106 45'-3½ 22.90 21.420 8'-11½
107 45'-3½ 21.721 15'-5½
120





CM 4.2600 396.36 8.92 0.035473 10'-9½ 0.382
107 45'-3½ 109.59 21.721
108 45'-3½ 22.103 10'-9½
120




CM 4.2600 470.21 10.58 0.048659 1'-7 0.078
108 45'-3½ 73.85 22.103
109 45'-3½ 22.181 1'-7
120




CM 4.2600 560.79 12.62 0.067408 9'-4½ 0.632
109 45'-3½ 90.58 22.181
110 45'-3½ 22.813 9'-4½
120




CM 4.2600 694.86 15.64 0.100216 108'-9½ 15.441
110 45'-3½ 22.813 45'-3½ 0.092







FR 4.2600 694.86 15.64 0.100216 9'-5 8.966
13 45'-1 38.346 80'-0½ 4.568








ST 6.3570 694.86 7.02 0.014267 73'-1½ 2.658
12 34'-6½ 51.880 113'-2 9.267






FR 6.3570 694.86 7.02 0.014267 5'-7 0.259
9 13'-2 63.804 12'-7 2.515






UG 6.0650 694.86 7.72 0.017938 12'-8 3.289
8 7'-4½ 66.578 14'-0 5.794






UG 6.3400 694.86 7.06 0.010868 23'-0 0.304
2 -6'-0 75.662 4'-11½




250.00 Hose Allowance At Source
1




DY 1.0490 21.45 7.96 0.148062 0'-0 4.294
302 44'-6 21.45 5.6 14.665 29'-0 -0.559








DY 1.0490 21.54 8.00 0.149233 0'-0 4.328
303 44'-6 21.54 5.6 14.791 29'-0 -0.559








DR 1.0490 21.56 8.00 0.149465 3'-1½ 4.801
304 42'-0 21.56 5.6 14.816 29'-0 -2.004







BL 2.1570 68.54 6.02 0.037963 6'-5 0.243
111 46'-7½ 46.99 17.613
112 46'-7½ 17.856 6'-5
120




BL 2.1570 90.24 7.92 0.063132 8'-8½ 0.550
112 46'-7½ 21.69 17.856
113 46'-7½ 18.405 8'-8½
120
Flow (q) from Route 6
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BL 2.1570 112.23 9.85 0.094515 5'-11 0.557
113 46'-7½ 21.99 18.405
114 46'-7½ 18.963 5'-11
120




BL 2.1570 134.07 11.77 0.131326 4'-0 3.273
114 46'-7½ 21.84 18.963 20'-11 0.578
110 45'-3½ 22.813 24'-11
120
Flow (q) from Route 12
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




AO 1.0490 21.62 8.03 0.150270 3'-11½ 5.253
305 42'-0 21.62 5.6 14.902 31'-0 -1.860







BL 2.1570 87.52 7.68 0.059669 5'-6½ 0.332
115 46'-3½ 65.91 18.295
116 46'-3½ 18.627 5'-6½
120




BL 2.1570 109.59 9.62 0.090444 8'-6 2.661
116 46'-3½ 22.06 18.627 20'-11 0.434
107 45'-3½ 21.721 29'-5
120
Flow (q) from Route 16
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




DR 1.0490 21.69 8.05 0.151208 3'-1½ 4.857
306 42'-0 21.69 5.6 15.002 29'-0 -2.004








DY 1.0490 21.70 8.06 0.151394 0'-0 4.390
307 44'-6 21.70 5.6 15.022 29'-0 -0.559







BL 2.1570 21.70 1.91 0.004523 10'-0 0.045
117 45'-9½ 18.854





BL 2.1570 43.44 3.81 0.016324 10'-0 0.163
118 45'-9½ 21.73 18.899
119 45'-9½ 19.062 10'-0
120




BL 2.1570 65.26 5.73 0.034664 10'-0 0.347
119 45'-9½ 21.82 19.062
120 45'-9½ 19.409 10'-0
120




BL 2.1570 87.28 7.66 0.059356 7'-8 1.184
120 45'-9½ 22.02 19.409 12'-3½
121 45'-9½ 20.593 19'-11½
120





CM 4.2600 132.32 2.98 0.004660 11'-0 0.051
121 45'-9½ 45.04 20.593
105 45'-9½ 20.644 11'-0
120
Flow (q) from Route 18




DY 1.0490 21.73 8.07 0.151725 0'-0 4.400
308 44'-6 21.73 5.6 15.058 29'-0 -0.559








DR 1.0490 21.78 8.08 0.152317 2'-9½ 4.842
309 42'-0 21.78 5.6 15.121 29'-0 -1.860







BL 2.1570 21.78 1.91 0.004551 4'-5½ 0.020
122 46'-3½ 18.104





BL 2.1570 43.56 3.82 0.016413 9'-8½ 0.159
123 46'-3½ 21.79 18.124
124 46'-3½ 18.283 9'-8½
120




BL 2.1570 65.91 5.79 0.035304 0'-4 0.012
124 46'-3½ 22.34 18.283
115 46'-3½ 18.295 0'-4
120
Flow (q) from Route 17




DR 1.0490 21.79 8.09 0.152463 2'-9½ 4.847
310 42'-0 21.79 5.6 15.137 29'-0 -1.860








DY 1.0490 21.82 8.10 0.152923 0'-0 4.435
311 44'-6 21.82 5.6 15.186 29'-0 -0.559








DR 1.0490 21.84 8.11 0.153108 4'-7½ 5.760
312 42'-0 21.84 5.6 15.206 33'-0 -2.004








DR 1.0490 21.99 8.16 0.155149 3'-1½ 4.984
313 42'-0 21.99 5.6 15.426 29'-0 -2.004




• • • • • Route 14 • • • • •
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DY 1.0490 22.02 8.17 0.155464 0'-0 4.508
314 44'-6 22.02 5.6 15.459 29'-0 -0.559








DY 1.0490 22.06 8.19 0.155989 0'-0 4.524
315 44'-6 22.06 5.6 15.516 29'-0 -0.559








DR 1.0490 22.06 8.19 0.156072 2'-9½ 4.961
316 42'-0 22.06 5.6 15.525 29'-0 -1.860








SP 1.0490 22.34 8.29 0.159735 4'-11 2.220
317 46'-7½ 22.34 5.6 15.919 9'-0 0.145








DY 1.0490 22.51 8.36 0.161902 0'-0 4.695
318 44'-6 22.51 5.6 16.153 29'-0 -0.559







BL 2.1570 22.51 1.98 0.004837 10'-0 0.048
125 45'-9½ 20.289





BL 2.1570 45.04 3.95 0.017457 2'-4 0.256
126 45'-9½ 22.53 20.337 12'-3½
121 45'-9½ 20.593 14'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 19
PO(12'-3½)




DY 1.0490 22.53 8.36 0.162256 0'-0 4.705
319 44'-6 22.53 5.6 16.191 29'-0 -0.559








DY 1.0490 22.53 8.37 0.162272 0'-0 4.706
320 44'-6 22.53 5.6 16.193 29'-0 -0.559







BL 2.1570 22.53 1.98 0.004848 10'-0 0.048
127 45'-9½ 20.339





BL 2.1570 45.10 3.96 0.017496 2'-4 0.256
128 45'-9½ 22.56 20.388 12'-3½
105 45'-9½ 20.644 14'-8
120
Flow (q) from Route 22
PO(12'-3½)




DR 1.0490 22.56 8.37 0.162564 2'-9½ 5.168
321 42'-0 22.56 5.6 16.224 29'-0 -1.860







BL 2.1570 22.56 1.98 0.004857 6'-0½ 0.029
129 46'-3½ 19.532





BL 2.1570 45.13 3.96 0.017520 7'-9 0.136
130 46'-3½ 22.57 19.562
131 46'-3½ 19.698 7'-9
120




BL 2.1570 67.77 5.95 0.037176 8'-3 0.307
131 46'-3½ 22.64 19.698
132 46'-3½ 20.004 8'-3
120




BL 2.1570 90.58 7.95 0.063581 6'-6 1.744
132 46'-3½ 22.81 20.004 20'-11 0.434
109 45'-3½ 22.181 27'-5
120
Flow (q) from Route 25
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




DY 1.0490 22.56 8.38 0.162626 0'-0 4.716
322 44'-6 22.56 5.6 16.231 29'-0 -0.559








DR 1.0490 22.57 8.38 0.162775 2'-9½ 5.175
323 42'-0 22.57 5.6 16.247 29'-0 -1.860








DR 1.0490 22.64 8.41 0.163747 2'-9½ 5.205
324 42'-0 22.64 5.6 16.352 29'-0 -1.860








DR 1.0490 22.81 8.47 0.165941 2'-9½ 5.275
325 42'-0 22.81 5.6 16.589 29'-0 -1.860




• • • • • Route 26 • • • • •
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250




SP 1.0490 22.90 8.50 0.167185 3'-7½ 6.123
326 42'-0 22.90 5.6 16.723 33'-0 -1.426








DR 1.0490 23.14 8.59 0.170398 2'-9 5.410
327 42'-0 23.14 5.6 17.071 29'-0 -1.842







BL 2.1570 73.85 6.48 0.043571 3'-1½ 1.049
133 46'-3 50.71 20.639 20'-11 0.415
108 45'-3½ 22.103 24'-1
120
Flow (q) from Route 29
2fE(4'-3½), PO(12'-3½)




BL 2.1570 23.48 2.06 0.005230 9'-11½ 0.052
328 45'-4 23.48 5.6 17.577






BL 2.1570 46.99 4.13 0.018880 12'-10 0.544
329 45'-4 23.51 5.6 17.629 16'-0 -0.560








BL 2.1570 25.34 2.22 0.006021 10'-0 0.060
330 46'-3 25.34 5.6 20.468






BL 2.1570 50.71 4.45 0.021737 5'-1½ 0.111
331 46'-3 25.37 5.6 20.528






Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
Actual Inside Diameter
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250


























Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points




















FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
















PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer




WMV Water Meter Valve
Z Cap
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Flow Diagram (Top View)
Report Description: Level 3
Job Number: 1250





Hose At Node 24 250.00
Hose At Node 20 250.00





Hose Flow Static Residual Flow Total Demand
(gpm) (psi) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (gpm) (psi) (psi)@@Name
14 160.000 153.229 6.771750.00160.000160.000 750.00Water Supply
Design EngineerJob Number
Total Water Required (Including Hose Allowance)
750.00


















AutoPeak Results: Pressure For Remote Area(s) Adjacent To Most Remote Area
Volume capacity of Dry PipesVolume capacity of Wet Pipes
18.90 between nodes 16 and 17
Maximum Velocity Under Ground
18.90 between nodes 14 and 15
Maximum Velocity Above Ground
 K-Factor    at
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
System
SERC/Building 30Berkeley, CA 94720
Job Site/Building
California State Fire MarshalBuilding 30, McMillan Road
AHJ
C16 - 629778Solar Energy Research Center
Job








343 Sansome Street, 14th Floor
Address 2
San Francisco, CA 94104



























Water Supply at Node 14
Hydraulic Graph
Water Supply at Node 14
153.229 @ 750.00
153.229 @ 750.00
Available Pressure at Time of Test
160.000 @ 750.00
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Device (gpm)





Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Standpipe
Job Number: 1250
Hose 20 250.00 250.00 25 100.698
Hose 22 250.00 250.00 25 100.263
Hose 24 250.00 250.00 25 100.000
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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14 3'-6 S 153.229 750.00
20 52'-1¾ Hose(-100.000) 100.698 250.00
22 53'-1¾ Hose(-100.000) 100.263 250.00
24 35'-6 Hose(-100.000) 100.000 250.00
4 6'-8 125.511
5 6'-8 fT(21'-0¾) 126.659
8 7'-4½ BV(12'-7) 124.964
9 13'-2 fE(12'-7) 122.308
15 3'-6 E(17'-11) 145.180
16 -6'-0 E(13'-3½) 137.415
17 0'-8 132.243
18 13'-2 fE(8'-11¼) 122.875
19 52'-1¾ PO(12'-0) 103.465
21 53'-1¾ PO(12'-0) 103.030
23 35'-6 PO(12'-0) 105.937
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC
Hydraulic Analysis Job Number: 1250
Report Description: Standpipe




OR 2.4690 250.00 16.75 0.215409 3'-6¾ 5.937
24 35'-6 250.00 100.000 24'-0







ST 4.2600 250.00 5.63 0.015122 205'-11¼ 7.255
23 35'-6 105.937 273'-10¼ 9.682







FR 4.2600 250.00 5.63 0.015122 5'-11¾ 0.966
18 13'-2 122.875 57'-11¼ 2.818






FM 4.2600 750.00 16.88 0.115423 7'-11½ 2.983
5 6'-8 126.659 17'-10½ 2.601






UG 4.0260 750.00 18.90 0.114269 6'-8 2.282
17 0'-8 132.243 13'-3½ 2.890






UG 4.2800 750.00 16.72 0.084827 89'-11¼ 11.884
16 -6'-0 137.415 50'-2 -4.119






FR 4.0260 750.00 18.90 0.151978 4'-11½ 8.049
15 3'-6 145.180 48'-0
14 3'-6 153.229 52'-11½
120
T(20'-0), LtE(6'-0), CV(22'-0), S
750.00
0.00 Hose Allowance At Source
14




AO 2.4690 250.00 16.75 0.215409 0'-10¼ 2.767
22 53'-1¾ 250.00 100.263 12'-0







ST 6.3570 250.00 2.53 0.002153 1'-0 0.002
21 53'-1¾ 103.030 0.434





ST 6.3570 500.00 5.05 0.007761 112'-2¾ 1.944
19 52'-1¾ 103.465 138'-3¾ 16.899







FR 6.3570 500.00 5.05 0.007761 5'-6¾ 0.141
9 13'-2 122.308 12'-7 2.515






DY 6.0650 500.00 5.55 0.009758 0'-0 0.244
8 7'-4½ 124.964 25'-0 0.303






DY 4.2600 500.00 11.25 0.054516 0'-0 1.149
4 6'-8 125.511 21'-0¾ -0.000
5 6'-8 126.659 21'-0¾
120
fT(21'-0¾)




AO 2.4690 250.00 16.75 0.215409 0'-10¼ 2.767
20 52'-1¾ 250.00 100.698 12'-0







Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
Actual Inside Diameter
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC



























Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points




















FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
















PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer




WMV Water Meter Valve
Z Cap
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Pipe Type Diameter Flow Velocity Friction Loss Length Pressure
Downstream Elevation Discharge K-Factor Pt Pn Fittings Eq. Length Summary
Upstream Total Length
HWC



























Pt Total pressure at a point in a pipe
Pn Normal pressure at a point in a pipe
Pf Pressure loss due to friction between points
Pe Pressure due to elevation difference between indicated points




















FDC Fire Department Connection
fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow
















PIV Post Indicating Valve
PO Pipe Outlet
PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve
red Reducer/Adapter
S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve
Spr Sprinkler
St Strainer




WMV Water Meter Valve
Z Cap
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Flow Diagram (Isometric View)
Report Description: Standpipe
Job Number: 1250
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Intelligent FirePrintTM Detector   6175 
s Industry, Inc. 





MXL, MXL-IQ and MXLV Panels 
Intelligent FirePrintTM Detector 
Model FP-11 
Product Overview
The Intelligent Fire Detector (Model FP-11) provides 
the most highly evolved detection system í 
including the most sophisticated level of protection; 
as well as nuisance-alarm immunity í currently 
available in the Fire / Life Safety market. 
Model FP-11 utilizes advanced detection  
technology that allows the detector to distinguish 
non-threatening deceptive phenomena (i.e. - 
cigarette smoke) from actual fire hazards, while 
optimizing detection for the area of its intended 
zone.  Model FP-11 uses state-of-the-art 
microprocessor circuitry with error check, detector 
self-diagnostics and supervision programs. 
Model FP-11 is compatible with the Siemens 
Industry, Inc. í Fire Safety division’s FPI-32 upgrade 
kit or Siemens’ field-programmer / tester (Model 
DPU), which is a compact, portable and menu-
driven accessory for efficiently programming and 
testing detectors electronically.  Model DPU or  
FPI-32 upgrade kit eliminates the need for 
cumbersome, unreliable mechanical programming 
methods and reduces installation and service costs by 
electronically programming and testing the detector 
prior to installation. 
Specifications 
Model FP-11 is a plug-in, two-wire, multi-sensor 
detector with photoelectric and thermal inputs that is 
compatible with the MXL family of FACPs.  Each 
detector consists of a dust-resistant, field-cleanable 
photo chamber; a solid-state, non-mechanical thermal 
sensor, and microprocessor-based electronics with a 
low-profile plastic cover and base. 
Model FP-11 utilizes state-of-the-art ASIC and surface-
mount technology for maximum reliability.  Every 
Model FP-11 fire detector is shipped with a protective 
dust cover.  Model FP-11 fire detector utilizes an 
infrared light-emitting diode (IRLED), and light sensing 
photodiode.  Under normal conditions, light transmitted 
by the LED is directed away from the photodiode and 
scattered through the smoke chamber in a controlled 
pattern. 
x Most Sophisticated “Detector Intelligence” available in the Fire / Life Safety market 
x Multi-criteria fire detection for the price of a photoelectric detector 
x FirePrint™ technology to distinguish between deceptive 
phenomena and an actual fire 
x Easily programmed to match specific hazard profiles 
from the fire-alarm control panel (FACP) 
x Pre-Alarm reporting based upon fire profile selected 
x Remote-sensitivity-measurement capability 
x System-logic activation based upon any of three (3)  
inputs from the detector (smoke, heat or neural network) 
x Field-cleanable chamber with replaceable chamber parts 
x Compatible with field programmer / tester (Model DPU) 
or FPI-32 Upgrade Kit 
x Supports software-based, automatic environmental 
compensation (EnviroLINK) 
x Backward compatible with older MXL systems 
(Rev. 2 and above) 
x Optional fully programmable relay base, audible base 
and duct housing 
x Multi-color, detector-status LED 
x (2) Two-wire operation 
x UL and ULC Listed; 
 FM, CSFM & NYMEA Approved 
s Industry, Inc. 
Building Technologies Division 
 
Specifications ņ (continued) 
The smoke chamber is designed to manage light 
dissipation and extraneous reflections from dust 
particles or other non-smoke airborne contaminants 
in such a way as to maintain stable, consistent 
detector operation.  When smoke enters the 
detector chamber, light emitted from the IRLED  
is scattered by the smoke particles, and is received 
by the photodiode. 
Model FP-11 also utilizes a modern, accurate and 
shock-resistant thermistor to sense temperature 
changes.  The ‘on-board’ FirePrint technology  
allows the detector to gather smoke and thermal 
data, analyzing this data in the detector’s ‘neural 
network.’  By comparing data received with the 
common characteristics of fires, or fire fingerprints, 
Model FP-11 can compare these ‘fire prints’ to  
those of deceptive phenomena that cause other 
detectors to alarm.  The advanced FirePrint 
technology allows the Model FP-11 to accurately 
determine a true fire hazard from non-threatening, 
deceptive phenomena ņ without the need to use 
alarm delaying verification and confirmation 
techniques, which can increase the probability  
of losses due to fire. 
Model FP-11 provides the highest level of detector 
intelligence available today with a detector / 
control-panel link that allows the user to program 
the detector for the specific hazard profile.  
Detectors are optimized by selecting one (1) of  
the following applications: 
x Office / Retail 
x Lobby 
x Computer room 
x Dormitory 
x Healthcare facility 
x Parking garage 
x Utility / transformer room 
x Hostile environment 
x Precious storage 
x Air duct 
x Warehouse / light manufacturing 
Once programmed, the software does the rest í  
no guessing on detector sensitivities or alarm 
verification í the FACP programs Model FP-11 for 
the protected area without any confirmation delays. 
Once optimized for the hazards in the protected 
area, Model FP-11 provides the utmost means in 
detection.  Should the operator or installer forget  
to program the detector, Model FP-11 will revert  
to a default setting that, in turn, allows operation  
as a standard photoelectric or photothermal 
detector. 
The FP-11’s FirePrint technology for Model FP-11 
monitors input from the photo chamber and the 
thermal sensor, evaluating this information with 
sophisticated mathematical formulas or algorithms í 
comparing this input to characteristics of both 
threatening fires and deceptive phenomena that would 
deceive any ordinary detector.  This technology was 
developed over years of research and reviewing the 
results of over 20 years of fire-test data in one of the 
world’s most advanced fire research centers.  The 
results of this research are the mathematical models 
that form the algorithms used in FirePrint.  No other fire 
detector has this level of intelligence or this amount of 
research and development supporting its design. 
The software of the microprocessor can identify and 
disregard false input caused by radio frequency (RFI) 
and electromagnetic (EMI) interference, and validates 
all trouble conditions before annunciating or reporting 
to the control panel.  The microprocessor for Model FP-
11 uses an integral EEPROM to store the detector’s 
address and other critical operating parameters, which 
include the assigned program values for alarm and 
trouble thresholds. 
Communications within the detector; between Model 
FP-11 and the FACP; or with the field programmer / 
tester (Model DPU), are supervised and safeguarded 
against disruption by reliable, microprocessor-based 
error checking routines.  Additionally, the 
microprocessor supervises all EEPROM memory 
locations and provides a high degree of EEPROM failure 
fault tolerance. 
In MXL / (V) applications, Model FP-11 determines its 
operating status to be in normal, alarm, or trouble 
mode, depending on the difference between the alarm 
threshold values stored in the detector’s memory and 
the detector’s latest analog measurement.  The detector 
then communicates changes in its status to the FACP. 
In addition, the MXL / (V) FACP will sample the value of 
the analog signal for Model FP-11 over a period of time, 
in order to determine if those values indicate excessive 
buildup in the photo chamber.  In the event of 
excessive buildup, the MXL / (V) FACP will accurately 
indicate which detector shall require maintenance. 
Model FP-11 is listed as a self-testing device.  The LED 
for Model FP-11 flashes GREEN every four (4) seconds, 
indicating communication with the FACP, and that it 
has passed its self-test.  Should the detector sense a 
fault or failure within its systems, the LED will flash 
AMBER, and the detector will transmit that data to the 
FACP.  A quick visual inspection is sufficient to indicate 
the condition of the detector at any time.  If more 
detailed information is required, a printed report can be 
provided from the MXL panel, indicating the status and 
settings assigned to each individual detector. 
When Model FP-11 moves to the alarm mode, it will 
flash AMBER, and will transmit that data to the FACP.   
When the MXL / (V) confirms the condition of the 
detector, the FACP will instruct Model FP-11 to flash 
s Industry, Inc. 
Building Technologies Division 
 
Specifications ņ (continued) 
RED í and to continue flashing RED, until the 
system is reset manually at the FACP.  At that same 
time, any user-defined system alarm functions 
programmed into the system are activated.  Each 
Model FP-11 detector can operate one (1) remote 
alarm indicator; one (1) auxiliary relay, or one (1) 
audible base. 
Detector sensitivity, calibration and identification 
are dynamically supervised by the FACP.  Detector 
sensitivity and pre-alarm levels are a function of the 
application chosen at the FACP, and are controlled 
by the panel.  If an alternate, non-FirePrint mode is 
selected, then the sensitivity can be changed from 
the FACP. 
The Program / Test unit (Model DPU) or FPI-32 
upgrade kit is used to program and verify the 
detector’s address. The technician selects the 
accessory’s program mode to enter the desired 
address.  In turn, Model DPU or FPI-32 automatically 
sets / verifies the address, and tests the detector.  
Model DPU also allows the user to change the 
device ID from that of a Model FP-11 detector to an 
older detector ID (such as:  ILP-1, ILPT-1, ILP-2, ID-
60P or ID-60PT) to allow for easy replacement of 
older detectors without the need of reprogramming 
the FACP. 
The FPI-32 upgrade kit operates on AC power or 
rechargeable batteries, providing flexibility and 
convenience in programming and testing 
equipment from almost any location.  When in test 
mode, Model DPU or FPI-32 upgrade kit will perform 
a series of diagnostic tests without altering the 
address or other stored data, allowing technicians 
to determine if the detector is operating properly. 
Model FP-11 may be installed on the same initiating 
circuit with IL or ID series detectors (Photoelectric, 
thermal, or ionization), MSI-series manual stations, 
TRI-series interfaces, ICP output control devices, or 
CZM series of addressable, conventional-zone 
modules. 
All Model FP-11 detectors can be cleaned in the 
field í when required í by simply removing the 
detector cover and unsnapping the photo chamber.  
There is also the option of cleaning the interior of 
the detector with a clean, soft cloth or brush, or 
replacing the labyrinth and bug screen included in 
the detector maintenance kit, Model DMK-11. 
Model FP-11 uses the low-profile, surface-mounting 
base, Model DB-11.  This base mounts on a 4-inch 
octagon, square, or a single-gang electrical box.  
The base utilizes screw-clamp contacts for electrical 
connections and self-wiping contacts for increased 
reliability.  The base can be used with the optional 
Model LK-11 detector locking kit, which contains 50 
detector locks, as well as an installation tool, preventing 
unauthorized removal of the detector head.  Model  
DB-11 has integral, decorative plugs to cover the outer 
mounting screw holes. 
Model FP-11 is electrically compatible with existing 
MXL-detector accessories, including relays, remote 
lamps, duct housings and audible bases.  With duct 
housings, a base adapter and new detector housing 
cover are required (order AD-11UK upgrade kit).  To use 
existing Model DB-3S base or audible base, Model FP-11 
requires a base adapter (Model DB-ADPT). 
All Model FP-11 detectors are approved for operation 
within the UL-specified temperature range of 32°F 
(0°C) to 100°F (38°C). 
Application Data 
Installation of the Model FP-11 series of fire detectors 
requires a (2) two-wire circuit of 18 AWG (minimum) 
thermoplastic fixture wire enclosed in conduit, or 18 
AWG (American Wire Gauge) limited energy, shielded 
cable without conduit, if permitted by local codes. Field 
wiring should conform to local and national electric 
codes and the control panel wiring specifications. 
“T-tapping” is permitted only for Style 4 (Class B) wiring. 
Model FP-11 fire detectors can be applied within the 
maximum 30-foot center spacing (900 sq. ft. areas), as 
referenced in NFPA 72.  This applications guideline is 
based upon ideal conditions í specifically í smooth 
ceiling surfaces, minimal air movement, and no physical 
obstructions between potential fire sources and the 
detector.  Do not mount detectors in close proximity to 
ventilation or heating and air-conditioning outlets. 
Exposed joints or beamed ceilings may also affect safe 
spacing limitations for detectors. Should questions arise 
regarding detector placement, observe National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) 72 guidelines. 
Dimensions 
s Industry, Inc. 
Building Technologies Division 
Fire Safety 
8 Fernwood Road 
Florham Park, NJ 07932 
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Technical Data        Details for Ordering 
Environmental        
Temperature:   32°F (0°C) to 100°F (38°C)  
Humidity:   Up to 93% RH, non-condensing 
Air Pressure:   No effect 
Alarm Temperature:  135°F (57°C) 
Electrical 
Voltage:   16-27 VDC 
Ripple:    3V peak-to-peak 
Supervisory Current:  110ȝA max 






























 Notice:  This marketing catalog sheet is not intended to be used for system design or installation purposes.   
  For the most up-to-date information, refer to each product’s installation instructions. 





FP-11 500-095112 Addressable FirePrintTM Detector 
DB-11 500-094151 
Detector Mounting Base 
For Series 11 Intelligent Detectors 
DB-11E 500-094151E Detector Base (Small) 
AD2-P 500-649706 
Air-Duct Housing (for use with Models 
FP-11, HFP-11,  
HFPO-11 and PE-11 Detectors) 
AD2-XHR 500-649708 
Air-Duct Housing (for use with Models 
FP-11, HFP-11,  
HFPO-11 Detectors with Relay) 
ADBX-11 500-096181 Audible Base 
DB-X11RS 500-096125 
Relay Base for Series 11 
Intelligent Detectors 
RLI-1 500-390673 
Remote Alarm Indicator: 
4” Octagon Box Mount, Red 
RLI-2 500-390674 
Remote Alarm Indicator: 
Single-Gang Mount, Red 
DMK-11 500-695338 
Series 11 Maintenance Kit (replacement 
labyrinth and bug screen) 
DB-ADPT 500-094187 Base Adapter to Model DB-3S Base 
LK-11 500-695350 Base Locking Kit for Series 11 Detectors 
In Canada, please order: 






135°F Fixed Temperature, Plug-In 
Detector Addressable FirePrintTM 
Detector [ULC Listed] 
DB-11C 500-095687 
Detector Mounting Base 
For Series 11 Intelligent Detectors 
[ ULC Listed] 
AD-11PC 500-095984 Air-Duct Housing [ ULC Listed] 
DB-X11RSC 500-093125C 
Relay Base for Series 11 Intelligent 
Detectors [ ULC Listed] 
ADBX-11C 500-096181C 
Audible Base for Series 11 Intelligent 





















































































































































































































































































Air Duct Housings-Series 11
• For Series 11 Detectors
• Relay Models Available
• Self contained Model available with
“On - Board” Power Supply
• Alarm LED Visible from Front
• Clear Housing Cover for Quick
Identification of Detector Type
•       Listed, ULC Listed
CSFM, FM, NYMEA Approved
6178CATALOG NUMBER
Replaces Catalog Sheet Number 6177
Introduction
The Siemens Building Technologies, Fire Safety Division
air duct detector housings are designed to be used with
the PE-11 and FP-11 detectors. Designed for installation
directly to heating, ventilating and air conditioning duct
systems, they comply with National Fire Protection
Association Standard No. 90A. When equipped with
photoelectric detectors, these units will signal the
presence of hazardous quantities of products of combus-
tion or smoke being carried through the duct system. Air
duct detectors are not intended to be substituted for open
area detection.
Air duct housings can be equipped with optional relays.
These relays are utilized to operate any
supplementary equipment when smoke or particles
of combustion are detected.
Note: Most control equipment guarantee only one
detector per zone when the detector operated relay
function is critical.  The connection of a remote lamp
and a remote relay per detector is allowed with PXL or
System 3™ only, other conventional systems may use
either a remote lamp or a relay.
With the MXL series of control panels, up to 60
detectors per circuit having relays may be used.
The connection of a remote lamp or a remote relay
is allowed for each detector but not both.
Air duct housings (see Ordering Information) are
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. listed.
Description
The Fire Safety air duct housing is uniquely designed to
use the photoelectric detector.
Sensitivity of PE-11 detectors can be checked by viewing
the LED or an RSAW-11 or RSAC-11 multicolor remote
lamp. A green flash indicates the detector has passed its
self test. Amber indicates a trouble condition, and red
indicates an alarm state.
FP-11 sensitivity may be viewed from the multicolor
LED on the detector or preferably may be printed
by command on an optional printer from the MXL
control panel.
The detector unit employs a cross-sectional sampling
principle of operation. Inlet sampling tubes are avail-
able in four lengths (see table on reverse side). Outlet
sampling tubes are one common length. A continuous
cross-sectional sample of air moving through the duct
is taken. This averages the effects of laminar flow,
stratification or skin effect phenomena occurring in the
duct that could prevent combustion product or smoke
(especially in large ducts) from reaching a spot type
detector.
In addition, the unique design of the sampling chamber
insures uniform sensitivity in air velocities, ranging
from a low of 300 feet per minute to as high as 4000
feet per minute.
Note: Minimum hardware required is one Air Duct Housing Assembly, one Sampling Tube and one Detector.
NOTICE: The use of other than Fire Safety detectors and bases with Fire Safety equipment will be considered a misapplication of
Fire Safety equipment and as such voids all warranties either expressed or implied in regard to loss, damage, liabilities and/or service problems
The inlet sampling tube length is determined by the
width of the air duct being protected. The inlet tube
nearest to but greater than the duct width should be
used (see table). The inlet tube can then be trimmed at
the job site to the exact width of the duct. The outlet
sampling tube for all ducts, irrespective of width, has
a fixed length of approximately 3 inches (7.5 cm) and is
supplied with the duct housing.
When the use of a remote relay is required, order
model AD-11PR for conventional systems; AD-11XPR
for MXL systems.  When required the EAD-3 weather-
proof enclosure for Duct Housing is available.
Sampling Tube Selection Table
Maintenance of the detector is easily accomplished by
the removal of the Series 11 duct housing sampling
chamber cover. The detector, which plugs into the
housing, is easily removed for cleaning by a trained
technician.
All that is necessary for the installation of the air duct
detector is the cutting of three small holes for the
sampling tube installation (template included) and the
drilling of four holes for mounting the air duct housing.
The unit is then easily mounted in place and connec-
tion made to the existing wires or terminals if optional
accessories are utilized.
When using the PE-11 or FP-11 detector in an AD-3I or
AD-3ILP duct detector housing you must use the
AD-11UK upgrade kit consisting of a detector base
adapter and a new duct housing cover. Any Series 3
accessories such as remote lamps on relays will also
have to be updated to PE-11 accessories. The FP-11 is
electrically compatible with Series 3 MXL accessories.
Dimensions
May 2003




















Metal Manual Fire Alarm Box
• Rugged Die-Cast Metal Housing
• Reset Key Matches Control Panel
• Optional Break Glass Operation
• Single-Gang Semi-Flush Mount
• Optional Surface Mount Backbox
• Double-Action Institutional, Weather-Proof
and Explosion-Proof Models Available
• UL Listed, ULC Listed, CSFM, FM
         and NYMEA Approved
6184CATALOG NUMBER
Description
The MSM Series manual stations feature a rugged die-
cast metal housing that satisfies both architectural and
code requirements for manual fire alarm box initiation
devices.  The MSM-Series  box features keyed reset
using the same key as the control panels.
The MSM Series models are low-profile with all surfaces
either painted or plated to inhibit corrosion.  These boxes
have raised lettering and are shipped with two reset keys
and a break glass rod (use of rod is optional.)  Options
include: double action, institutional, weatherproof, and
explosion-proof.
These stations are equipped with a S.P. S.T. switch rated
at 10amps @ 120 VAC and all connections are made to a
terminal block.  The explosion-proof model has a D.P. D.T.
switch.  Both the weatherproof and explosion-proof
models are shipped complete with backbox. (Backbox
is optional with other models, or you can mount to
standard single-gang box.)
These models are intended for use with all Siemens
Building Technologies, Fire Safety Division conventional
zones, but can also be used with addressable zones










Depth 1.20 in. (2.30 in. overall, including back of switch)
Station w/Double Action
Width  3.33 in.
Height 4.57 in.































MSM-K Manual Station, Metal w/Key 50 0-698215
MSM-KD Manual Station, Metal w/Key, Double Action 500-698216
MSM-K-WP Manual Station, Metal w/Key, Weatherproof 500-698217
MSM-KD-WP Manual Station, Metal w/Key, Weatherproof, Double Action 500-698218
MSM-EXP Manual Station, Metal w/Key, Explosion-proof 500-698219
MSM-INST Manual Station, Metal w/Key, Institutional 500-698220
MSM-BOX Surface Backbox for MSM-series Manual Stations 500-698221
Model
Number Description Part Number
Description:























:DOOPRGHOV IHDWXUH YROWDJH WHVW SRLQWV WR WDNH UHDGLQJVZLWK D
YROWDJHPHWHUIRUWURXEOHVKRRWLQJDQG$+-LQVSHFWLRQ
The Wheelock® ExcederTM6HULHVRIZDOO DQGFHLOLQJQRWL¿FDWLRQ
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EDVHFDQEHSUHZLUHGWRDOORZIXOOWHVWLQJRIFLUFXLWZLULQJEHIRUH
















- Save up to 48% in current draw*
- Up to 9 models now in 1 appliance
- Save up to 14% cost of installation**
Compatibility and Requirements
- Synchronize using the Wheelock® Sync Modules or panels with built-in Wheelock® Patented Sync Protocol
- Compatible with UL “Regulated Voltage” using filtered VDC or unfiltered VRMS input voltage
- Strobes produce 1 flash per second over the “Regulated Voltage” range
* Compared to competitive models





Strobe Ratings per UL Standard 1971
UL Max Current*
24 VDC / 24 FWR 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
ST 8.0-33.0 0.057 0.070 0.085 0.135 0.163 0.182 0.205 0.253 0.110 0.140
STC 8.0-33.0 0.061 0.085 0.103 0.135 0.163 0.182 0.205 0.253 0.110
Horn Strobe Ratings per UL 1971 & Anechoic at 24 VDC
UL Max Current* at  Anechoic 99 dBA
24 VDC 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
HS 8.0-33.0 0.082 0.095 0.102 0.148 0.176 0.197 0.242 0.282 0.125 0.159
HSC 8.0-33.0 0.082 0.102 0.141 0.148 0.176 0.197 0.242 0.282 0.125
UL Max Current* at  Anechoic 95 dBA
24 VDC 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
HS 8.0-33.0 0.073 0.083 0.087 0.139 0.163 0.186 0.230 0.272 0.122 0.153
HSC 8.0-33.0 0.073 0.087 0.128 0.139 0.163 0.186 0.230 0.272 0.122
UL Max Current* at  Anechoic 90 dBA
24 VDC 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
HS 8.0-33.0 0.065 0.075 0.084 0.136 0.157 0.184 0.226 0.267 0.120 0.148
HSC 8.0-33.0 0.065 0.084 0.120 0.136 0.157 0.184 0.226 0.267 0.120
Horn Ratings per UL Anechoic
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 99 dB 95 dB 90 dB
HN 16-33.0 0.064 0.044 0.022
HNC 16-33.0 0.084 0.044 0.022
HN 8.0-17.5 0.047 0.026 0.017
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Strobe Ratings per UL Standard 1971
UL Max Current*
24 VDC / 24 FWR 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
ST 8.0-33.0 0.057 0.070 0.085 0.135 0.163 0.182 0.205 0.253 0.110 0.140
STC 8.0-33.0 0.061 0.085 0.103 0.135 0.163 0.182 0.205 0.253 0.110
Horn Strobe Ratings per UL 1971 & Anechoic at 24 VDC
UL Max Current* at  Anechoic 99 dBA
24 VDC 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
HS 8.0-33.0 0.082 0.095 0.102 0.148 0.176 0.197 0.242 0.282 0.125 0.159
HSC 8.0-33.0 0.082 0.102 0.141 0.148 0.176 0.197 0.242 0.282 0.125
UL Max Current* at  Anechoic 95 dBA
24 VDC 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
HS 8.0-33.0 0.073 0.083 0.087 0.139 0.163 0.186 0.230 0.272 0.122 0.153
HSC 8.0-33.0 0.073 0.087 0.128 0.139 0.163 0.186 0.230 0.272 0.122
UL Max Current* at  Anechoic 90 dBA
24 VDC 12 VDC
Model Regulated Voltage Range VDC 15 15/75 30 60 75 95 110 115 135 150 177 185 15 15/75
HS 8.0-33.0 0.065 0.075 0.084 0.136 0.157 0.184 0.226 0.267 0.120 0.148
HSC 8.0-33.0 0.065 0.084 0.120 0.136 0.157 0.184 0.226 0.267 0.120
Model Legend
HN  =  Horn
ST  =  Strobe
HS  =  Horn Strobe
C  =  Ceiling Mount
W  =  White
R  =  Red
Example 1:  STRC = Strobe, Red, Ceiling Mount
Example 2:  HSR = Horn Strobe, Red, Wall Mount
Example 3:  HSW = Horn Strobe, White, Wall Mount
Example 4: STW-AL = Strobe, White, Wall Mount, Alert Lettering
Common base for wall and ceiling with 5 
mounting options
Voltage test points for quick 
troubleshooting and easy spot 


























































*12 VDC models feature 15 & 15/75 settings
A  = Agent Lettering 
        (Strobes only) 
AL = Alert Lettering 
        (Strobes only)
N  = No Lettering 
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o m
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andela setting, horn setting and voltage w
ill determ
ine the current draw
 of the product.
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hen calculating the total currents use Tables 3-5 to determ
ine the highest value of R
M
S
 current for an individual appliance, then m
ultiply 
these values by the total num
ber of appliances. B
e sure to add the currents for any other appliances, including audible signaling appli-
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hose notification circuits are 
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C
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C
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evice only has one m
ounting orientation. M
atch the top of the base to the top of the device. 
S
ecure screw
 at the top of the device. (This is required.)
7. 
To rem
ove the appliance, disengage screw




















































hen installing strobes in an open office or other areas containing partitions or other view
ing obstructions, special at-
tention should be given to the location of the strobes so that their operating effect can be seen by all intended view
ers, w
ith the intensity, num
ber, 
and type of strobes being sufficient to ensure the intended view
er is alerted by proper illum










all possibility exists that the use of m
ultiple strobes w
ithin a person’s field of view
, under certain circum
stances, 
m
ight induce a photo-sensitive response in persons w
ith epilepsy. S
trobe reflections in a glass or m
irrored surface m
ight also 
induce such a response. To m
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ize this possible hazard, cooper notification strongly recom
m
ends that the strobes installed 
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posite flash rate in the field of view
 w
hich exceeds five (5) hz at the operating voltage of the strobes. 
C
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m
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posite flash rate of installed strobes com
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ith levels 
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ever, there is no guarantee that interference w
ill not occur in a particular installation. If 
this equipm
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MXL Panel   5000 
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Advanced Fire Protection System
x FirePrintTM application-specific detection 
x More than 2,000 intelligent input-device capacity 
x Dynamic supervision of intelligent devices 
x Multiple command stations 
x Security-device monitoring 
x Sprinkler supervision 
x Detector-sensitivity readout / printout,  
per NFPA 72 Chapter 7 
x Intelligent / analog detection circuits: 
ņ Style 6 (Class A) or Style 4 (Class B) 
x Conventional initiating circuits: 
ņ Style D (Class A) or Style B (Class B) 
x Notification appliance circuits [NACs]: 
ņ Style Z (Class A) or Style Y (Class B)  
x Degrade-mode operation 
x Distributed processing 
x 80-character backlit, alphanumeric display 
x 32-character custom messages 
x Thermal-strip printer 
x Supervised remote printer 
x Compare system software 
x Fully field programmable, via laptop PC  
x Menu-driven operator commands 
x Central & distributed architecture 
x Up to 800-event history log with online  
and offline reports 
x User help screens 
x Holiday schedule 
System Overview
The MXL fire panel is a microprocessor-based 
advanced protection system.  The use of the MXL 
system’s unique multiprocessor ‘network’ design; as  
well as its ability to utilize analog and conventional 
detection devices, makes the MXL panel a highly  
flexible and reliable fire-control system. 
The MXL panel is ideally suited for commercial, 
industrial and institutional fire-detection and 
notification applications.  The MXL system 
complies with the requirements of NFPA Standard 
72, and is listed by Underwriters Laboratories (UL), 
via its UL 864 9th Edition.  Underwriter’s’ 
Laboratories of Canada (ULC) also lists the MXL  
panel for fire applications. 
The MXL system is approved by CSFM, NYMEA and the City  
of Chicago for use in those specific locales. 
In addition to the standard fire applications, MXL is  
UL Listed, under the category ‘UUKL for Smoke Control.’  
The MXL panel can be used as a listed fireman’s smoke-
control station in high-rise office buildings, malls and 
other multi-level or vast structures.  The MXL  
system also complies with Uniform Building Code  
Section 905 requirements for smoke control. 
The MXL panel is UL Listed for releasing SinorixTM 
Engineered Fire Suppression System.  MXL follows the 
releasing requirements specified in the NFPA 2001. 
x Logic-controlled output functions 
x Multiple levels of password protection 
x Automatic environmental compensation 
 for smoke detectors 
x One-person ‘walk test’ via ‘loop,’ ‘zone’ 
 or ‘system’ 
x Alarm verification by ‘device’ or ‘zone’ 
x Time-base controlled output functions 
x City Tie / Lease Line 
x Coded outputs 
x Supervised serial annunciator 
 driver / input Interface 
x 16-gauge steel enclosure 
x Multi-language display 
x Intelligent interface to building / 
 process-management systems 
x Operates as an interactive peer with 
 other  MXL, MXL-IQs or MXLV systems 
 in a LifeLINK Network 
x Pre-alarm operation 
x NCC graphics 
x NEC 760 power-limited circuits        
 ( UL 864 9th Edition compliant) 
x SinorixTM NFPA Approval (2001) 
x UUKL Listed for Smoke Control 
x UL 864 9th Edition Listed, ULC Listed; 
 CSFM, NYC Fire Department and 
 City of Chicago Approved 
ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER SPECIFICATIONS 
s Industry, Inc. 
Building Technologies Division 
 
MXL Components 
The basic MXL control unit consists of the following 
sub-assemblies:  MMB-3 Main Control Board; MPS-6 / 
MPS-12 Power Supply; MKB-2 Annunciator and 
Keyboard; MME-3, or MLE-6 Enclosures. Optional 
modules ņ which can be installed with the MXL 
System ņ include:  MOM-2/4 Expansion Card Cage; 
ALD-2I Analog Loop Driver; CRM-4 Controllable Relay 
Module; NIM-1W Network/Foreign Systems Interface 
Module; REP-1 Network Repeater Module; CSM-4 
Controllable Signal Module; CZM-4 Conventional Zone 
Module; PIM-1 Peripheral Interface Driver; CMI-300 
NCC-WAN Modem Interface Module; PSR-1 Remote 
Power Supply; NET-4 Style 4 Network Interface, and 
NET-7 Style 7 Network Interface. 
Additionally, the MXL system includes option modules 
MOI-7 System Interface, MOD-16 Output Driven and 
MID-16 Point Input Module.  These option modules 
can be used to drive graphic annunciators and 
fireman’s smoke control stations, or to monitor 
foreign systems. 
The MXL is compatible with a full line of intelligent 
initiating devices highlighted by the FirePrintTM 
application-specific detectors:  Models FP-11 and FPT-
11.  The MXL panel is also compatible with FireFinder, 
the NCC series of text and graphic command centers. 
MXL Enhanced Main Board (MMB-3) 
  
 MMBͲ3 
The function control of the MXL is contained on 
the MMB-3 Main Control Board.  Model MMB-3 
offers a fast, integral microprocessor and 
installation conveniences such as diagnostic LEDs 
and removable terminal blocks for field wiring. 
Model MMB-3 acts as the central controller for the 
system, and includes two (2) ALD circuits and two 
(2) notification appliance circuits.   Model MMB-3 
mounts in the MXL enclosure back box. 
Display / Keyboard (MKB-2) 
  
 MKBͲ2
The Model MKB-2 display keyboard, which mounts 
on the inner door of any MXL enclosure, provides: 
 
 [2] two-line, 80-character LCD display 
 indicator LEDs 
 display-control keys 
 numeric keypad 
 12 programmable function keys 
 all other keys necessary for operator control 
These keys include but are not limited to:  Acknowledge; 
Silence and Reset.  Model MKB-2 also includes spaces  
for mounting the Model MMM-1 microphone module  
and the Model TMM-1 telephone.  Model MKB-2 is 
supplied with two (2) blank plates for use when either  
the microphone or telephone is omitted. 
Display / Keyboard (MKB-5) 
  
 MKBͲ5
The MKB-5 display keyboard, which mounts on the inner 
door of any MXL enclosure, provides:  
 6-1/4” VGA backlit, 80- character LCD display 
 indicator LEDs 
 12 programmable function keys 
 numeric keypad 
 user-programmable function keys 
 all other keys necessary for operator control 
These keys include but are not limited to:  Acknowledge; 
Silence and Reset.  Multiple Model MKB-5 modules can be 
used; each providing full control of the MXL system.  Up to 
four (4) Model MKB-5 can operate in a fully supervised 
mode; each with independent, built-in printer / driver 
capability. 
Power Supply (MPS-6) 
  
 MPSͲ6
Model MPS-6 is a fully supervised power supply that 
provides the MXL system with primary DC power.  Model 
MPS-6 is rated at 6.5 Amps, and is unfiltered and 
unregulated.  Model MPS-6 supplies power to the MXL 
Control Unit, and supplies its expansion modules with 
power required for normal operation. Model MPS-6 
incorporates a circuit breaker on the primary input, and 
includes a built-in AC-line filter for surge and noise 
suppression.  Model MPS-6 mounts in the MXL enclosure 
back box. 
s Industry, Inc. 
Building Technologies Division 
 
MXL Components ņ (continued) 
Power Supply (MPS-12) 
   
 MPSͲ12
Model MPS-12 is a fully supervised power supply 
that provides the system with preliminary DC 
power.  Model MPS-12 is rated at 12 Amps, and  
is unfiltered and unregulated.  Model MPS-12 
supplies power to Models PSR-1, MMB-3 and their 
expansion modules with power required for 
normal operation.  Model MPS-12 incorporates  
a resettable circuit breaker on the primary input, 
and includes a built-in AC-line filter for surge and 
noise suppression.  Model MPS-12 mounts in the 
MXL enclosure back box. 
Network Optional Module Card Cage (MOM-4) 
  
 MOMͲ4
The Model MOM-4 Card Cage provides the MXL 
main unit or remote units with card slots for 
option modules.  Each Model MOM-4 supplies 
connection space for either two (2)  full-width 
option modules:  (Models ALD-2I, CZM-4, NIM-1R) 
or four (4) half-width option modules:  (Models 
CSM-4, CRM-4, CMI-300, NET-7, REP-1) or a 
combination of one (1) full and two )2) half-width 
modules. 
Network Optional Module Card Cage (MOM-2) 
  
 MOMͲ2
Model MOM-2 provides the MXL main unit, 
remote units.  Each Model MOM-2 provides space 
for one (1) full-width module (Models: ALD-2I, 
CZM-4, and NIM-1R) or two (2) half-width 
optional modules (Models: CSM-4, CRM-4, CMI-
300, NET-7, REP-1). 
Analog Loop Driver (ALD-2I) 
  
 ALDͲ2I
Model ALD-2I is a MXL network-option module that 
supplies two (2) intelligent analog circuits utilizing 
Fire Safety “I”, “IL”, and FP series intelligent devices.  
Model ALD-2I occupies two (2) addresses on the MXL 
Network and through the use of unique 
communication-protocol devices connected to the 
circuits of Model ALD-2I.  The circuits are dynamically 
supervised by the MXL control panel.  Up to 60 
programmable input and output devices may be 
connected to each of its two (2) circuits.  Each circuit 
may be wired as Class B (Style 4) or Class A (Style 6). 
Controllable Signal Module (CSM-4) 
  
 CSMͲ4
Model CSM-4 provides two (2) fully supervised, 
programmable notification-appliance circuits.   
Model CSM-4 supplies two (2) Class B (Style Y)  
or Class A (Style Z)-type output circuits for the 
supervision and control of listed audible or visual 
notification appliances such as:  horns, bells,  
strobes, etc. 
Each circuit can provide up to 1.5 amps (24 VDC)  
of current to power notification appliances.  Model 
CSM-4 is also used for Sinorix.  Leased line and 
municipal-tie connections are also possible with 
Model CSM-4. 
Controllable Relay Module (CRM-4) 
  
 CRMͲ4
Model CRM-4 is designed to provide auxiliary control 
of building functions such as:  door-holder release, 
elevator capture, smoke control, lock release, etc.  
Model CRM-4 provides four (4) fully programmable 
relays.  Each relay contains one (1) set of SPDT 
contacts rated at 2 amps 30 VDC / 120 VAC resistive. 
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Communication Module (NET-4) 
  
 NETͲ4
Model NET-4 is a plug-in-type module used to 
provide communication between the Fire Safety 
MXL panel and various other MXL remote 
modules.  Model NET-4 is designed to plug into  
an edge-connector-type slot on the Model PSR-1 
Network Supply.  Model NET-4 provides NFPA 
Style 4-type communication:  fully digital;  
RS-485 operating at 19.2K Baud rate. 
Style 7 Network Interface Card (NET-7) 
  
 NETͲ7
Model NET-7 is a microprocessor-controlled MXL 
network-interface module that allows the wiring  
of the MXL RS-485 network in a NFPA Style 7 
configuration.  Model NET-7 plugs into a half slot 
of the Models MOM-2/4 card cage at the MXL 
command center (MMB-2) and at the Model PSR-1 
or Model MOM-4 slot at the MXL remote units 
(MXLR, MXLRV). 
Model NET-7 provides two (2) independent and 
fully supervised communication paths, allowing 
system operation through an open and short 
circuit.  Model NET-7 also isolates the power 
supplies at each remote unit, providing the ability 
to localize ground-fault conditions.  The 
communication for Model NET-7 operates at 
19.2K Baud rate and is fully digital. 
Network Repeater Module (REP-1) 
  
 REPͲ1
Model REP-1 provides the ability to configure the  
local or global networks of the MXL panel in a ‘star’  
or ‘daisy-chain’ configuration.  Model REP-1 provides 
two (2) Style 4 or one (1) Style 7 RS-485 network 
circuits. Through the use of Model REP-1, the MXL’s 
local network (MXL-MXLR) can be expanded up to  
64 nodes. 
Remote Power Supply (PSR-1) 
  
 PSRͲ1
Model PSR-1 is a microprocessor-controlled remote 
power supply and battery charger for use with the 
MXL panel.  Model PSR-1 operates in conjunction with 
either a Model MPS-6 or MPS-12, providing 6 or 12 
Amps of power for use with various MXL modules.  
When used with a Model NET-4 or Model NET-7 plug-
in communication module, Model PSR-1 becomes  
a part of the MXL panel’s internal network.  Model 
PSR-1 acts as an interface between remote-option 
modules and the MXL. 
Peripheral Interface Driver (PIM-1) 
  
 PIMͲ1
Model PIM-1is a MXL option module that provides  
a bidirectional, isolated RS-232 port for connection to 
peripheral devices, such as:  printers, CRTs, VDTs, color 
graphics, alphanumeric pagers and remote diagnostics 
hardware.  Model PIM-1 mounts in the MXL enclosure, 
and connects to Model MMB-3, providing a screw-
terminal block for connection of RS-232.  A number of 
supervised and non-supervised formats are available for  
Model PIM-1. 
Output / Input Module (MOI-7) 
  
 MOIͲ7
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MXL Components ņ (continued) 
Model MOI-7 is a MXL RS-485 network module  
that provides a fully programmable serial 
interface to Model MOD-16 output drivers and 
MID-16 input drivers.  When used with Model 
MOD-16 drivers, Model MOI-7 provides a serial-
annunciator output or relay driver.  When used 
with Model MID-16, Model MOI-7 provides 
programmable inputs. 
Each Model MOI-7 can operate up to eight (8) 
Model MOD-16 drivers and eight (8) Model MID-
16 drivers simultaneously.  Each Model MOD-16  
output and Model MID-16 input is independently 
programmable, via the MXL custom software. 
Output Driver (MOD-16) 
  
 MODͲ16
Model MOD-16 is an output-driver module used in 
conjunction with Model MOI-7, as a part of the 
Fire Safety MXL System.  Up to eight (8) Model 
MOD-16s can be connected to a Model MOI-7 
interface module.  Each Model MOD-16 provides 
16 open-collector, current-sinking outputs, which 
are rated at 24 VDC, 50mA.  Model MOD-16 
outputs are programmable, via the MXL custom 
software. 
Programmable Input Driver (MID-16) 
  
 MIDͲ16
Model MID-16 is an input module used in 
conjunction with Model MOI-7, as a part of the 
Fire Safety MXL System.  Up to eight (8) Model 
MID-16s can be connected to a single Model MOI-
7, along with eight (8) Model MOD-16 output-
driver modules.  Each Model MID-16 provides a 
non-supervised input, which can monitor 
normally open contact devices. 
Each Model MID-16 input can be separately used 
as a part of the MXL custom programming logic. 
These inputs can be individually set for:  Alarm, 
Supervisory, Trouble, Security or Status usage.  
Further, the Model MID-16 inputs can also be 
configured to provide supervision for lamps driven by 
Model MOD-16 outputs.  Screw terminals and 
connectors are provided on the Model MID-16 
modules for interface to monitored devices. 
MXL / (V) Standard Size Enclosure (MME-3) 
  
 MMEͲ3
The Model MME-3 enclosure set consists of a sheet-
metal back box and door with key-lock.  Model MME-3 
can be used for the MXL System, MXLV Voice Command 
Console, MXLR Transponder, MXLRV Voice Transponder 
or Amplifier Equipment (via the Model MSR-1 Rail Kit).  
To mount MXL / MXLV modules in Model MME-3, the 
Model MBR-MP removable-module mounting plate is 
required. 
Using the Model MBR-MP mounting plate ņ one (1) 
Model MMB, or one (1) Model PSR-1, and up to three (3) 
expansion card cages (Model MOM or Model OMM) can 
be mounted in the Model MME-3 enclosure.  When used 
to mount MXL amplifiers (Model EL-410), the Model 
MBR-MP module is not required.  Instead, up to three (3) 
Model EL-410 amplifiers may be installed in Model MME-
3, via three (3) Model MSR-1 Rail Kits.  When amplifiers 
are mounted in any enclosure, always install Model 
MDG-1 grills in the door for proper ventilation. 
Model MME-3 is designed for surface of semi-flush 
mounting, and includes various knockouts for wire and 
conduit entry.  The door in the Model MME-3 set has 
two (2) cutouts for clear lenses, blank plates or grills ņ 
depending on the application ņ and contains a key-lock. 
MXL MME-3 and MLE-6 Modules  
Mounting Plates (MBR-MP) 
  
 MBRͲMP
The MXL /V Module Mounting Plate (Model MBR-MP) is 
required for use in both Models MME-3 and MLE-6 
enclosures in order to mount all MXL and MXLV 
equipment. 
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Model MBR-MP is not necessary if Models MME-3 
and MLE-6 enclosures are used only for mounting 
of amplifiers (Model EL-410D). 
Model MBR-MP is a removable MXL /V module 
mounting plate that allows the Model MME-3 or 
Model MLE-6 enclosure to be shipped to the job  
site for wiring and conduit installation, while the 
system hardware (electronics) is mounted to the 
studs on Model MBR-MP ņ pre-wired, 
programmed and tested ņ prior to delivery and 
installation at the job site.  This process allows for 
faster, more efficient system start-ups with less 
chance of the sensitive electronics being 
damaged while field wiring and conduit are 
connected to the system enclosure. 
The Model MBR-MP mounting plate bolts to the 
Model MME-3 or Model MLE-6 enclosures for easy 
installation on the job site.  Model MBR-MP also 
has handles to allow easy transport and 
mounting.  Model The MBR-MP contains mounting 
studs for one (1) Model MMB or Model PSR-1; one 
(1) Model PIM-1; one (1) Model TBM-2, and up to 
three (3) Model MOM or Model OMM card cages 
or two (2) card cages and one (1) TSP-40 Printer 
(same mounting studs as the Model MBR-2 
enclosures). 
Model MBR-MP is ordered and shipped separately 
from the Models MME-3 and MLE-6 enclosures. 
MXL / (V) Large Size Enclosure (MLE-6) 
  
 MLEͲ6
The Model MLE-6 enclosure set consists of a sheet-
metal back box and door with two (2) key-locks.  
Model MLE-6 can be used for the MXL system, 
MXLV Voice Command Console, MXLR Transponder, 
MXLRV Voice Transponder or Amplifier Equipment 
(via the Model MSR-1 Rail Kit.) 
To mount MXL/V modules in Model MLE-6, the 
Model MBR-MP removable module mounting plate 
is required with the Model MBR-3MP option 
available for use. 
Using the Model MBR-MP mounting plate, one (1) 
Model MMB or Model PSR-1 and up to three (3) 
expansion card cages (Model MOM or Model OMM) 
can be mounted in Model MLE-6.  If additional card 
cages are required, the Model MBR-3MP optional 
card cage mounting plate can also be installed in 
Model MLE-6, below Model MBR-MP. 
Model MBR-3MP allows mounting of an additional three 
(3) Model MOM or Model OMM module expansion card 
cages. 
Various combinations of hardware can be installed in 
Model MLE-6.  If only amplifiers are to be installed in 
Model MLE-6, no Model MBR-MP or Model MBR-3MP 
plates are required.  Instead, up to five (5) Model EL-
410D amplifiers can be installed by using five (5) Model 
MSR-1 rail kits. 
Model MLE-6 can also be used to mount up to three (3) 
MXL card cages and two (2) amplifiers.  This 
configuration would be typical of a remote, voice 
transponder cabinet.  In this configuration, one (1) 
Model MBR-MP would be used in the upper half of 
Model MLE-6 to mount the MXL modules, while the 
lower half would use two (2) Model MSR-1rail kits to 
mount up to two (2) Model EL-410D amplifiers. 
Model MLE-6 is designed for surface or semi-flush 
Mounting, and includes various knockouts for wire and 
conduit entry.  The door supplied with the Model MLE-6 
set has three (3) cutouts for either clear lenses, blank 
plates or grills ņ depending on the application. The door 
also contains twp (2) key-locks, which are keyed the 
same. 
Various combinations of dead-front mounting  
plates are possible with the Model MLE-6 enclosure.  A 
typical MXLV installation would have one (1) Model 
MKB-2 at the top, and two (2) Model MHD-3 dead- front 
plates in the middle [for 14 VSM / VLM / VFM modules 
per plate] and one (1) or two (2) Model MHD-2 lower 
dead-front plates. 




Model MBR-3MP is an optional MXL / MXLV card  
cage mounting plate for use exclusively in the  
Model MLE-6 enclosure.  When installed in the Model 
MLE-6 back box, Model MBR-3MP adds the option of 
mounting up to an additional three (3) Model MOM or 
Model OMM expansion card cages. 
Clear Lens (MDL-1) 
  
 MDLͲ1
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Model MDL-1 is a clear Plexiglas® lens that fits in 
one (1) of the two (2) openings in the Model MME-
3 enclosure door, or in one (1) of the three (3)  
openings in the Model MLE-6 enclosure door. 
One (1) lens is included in the Model MDL-1 package. 
Sheet Metal Blank Plate (MDB-1) 
  
 MDBͲ1
Model MDB-1 is a sheet-metal blank plate that fits in  
one (1) of the two (2) openings in the Model MME-3 
enclosure door, or in one (1) of the three (3) openings  
in the Model MLE-6 enclosure door.  One (1) blank 
plate is in the Model MDB-1 package. 
Upper or Middle Dead-Front Panel (MHD-1) 
  
 MHDͲ1
Model MHD-1 is a hinged sheet-metal panel that 
attaches to the Model MME-3 or the MLE-6 enclosure 
back box, and fits in the upper or the middle section of 
the Model MME-3 back box, or the upper or either of 
the two (2) middle sections of the Model MLE-6 back 
box. 
Model MHD-1 has an opening with a cover plate for  
the Model TSP-40 printer (when used), and attaches  
to the backboxes with screw fasteners.  Once in place, 
Model MHD-1 covers and protects modules and wiring; 
providing dead-front construction to that area. 
Lower Dead-Front Panel (MHD-2) 
  
 MHDͲ2
Model MHD-2 is a hinged sheet-metal panel that 
attaches to the Model MME-3 or the MLE-6 enclosure 
back box, and fits in the lower section of the Model 
MME-3, and on the lower two (2) sections of the Model 
MLE-6 back box. 
Model MHD-2 has no openings and attaches to the 
backboxes with screw fasteners.  Once in place, Model 
MHD-2 covers and protects modules and wiring; 
providing dead-front construction to that area. 
Middle Dead-Front Plate for Mounting Switch  
and LED / Fan-Control Modules (MHD-3) 
  
 MHDͲ3
Model MHD-3 is a hinged sheet-metal panel that attaches to 
the Model MME-3 or MLE-6 enclosure back box, and fits in 
either the middle of the upper sections of the Model MME-3 
or MLE-6 enclosures.  Model MHD-3 has openings for two 
(2) rows of Model VSM-1 Switch Modules; Model VLM-1 LED 
Annunciator Modules; Model VFM-1 Fan Control Modules, 
or Model VSB-1 Blank Plates. 
Model MHD-3 has openings for two (2) rows of Model  
VSM-1 Switch Modules; Model VLM-1 LED Annunciator 
Modules; Model VFM-1 Fan Control Modules, or Model VSB-
1 Blank Plates.  Each row can mount up to seven (7) 
modules, totaling 14 modules for each Model  
MHD-3. Model MHD-3 attaches to the backboxes with  
screw fasteners, and is hinged for easy access to the  
rear of the modules inside the enclosure. 
Middle Dead Front Plate for the Switch/LED/ 
Fan-Control Modules with Printer Cutout (MHD-4) 
  
 MHDͲ4
Model MHD-4 is a hinged sheet-metal panel that attaches 
to the Model MME-3 or the MLE-6 enclosure back box, and 
fits in the middle section of both enclosures. 
Model MHD-4 has openings for two (2) rows of Model  
VSM-1 Switch Modules; Model VLM-1 LED Annunciator 
Modules; Model VFM-1 Fan Control Modules, or Model  
VSB-1 Blank Plates.  Each row has space to mount four (4) 
modules, totaling eight (8) modules for each Model MHD-4. 
Model MHD-4 also has a cutout to display the Model  
TSP-40 Internal Thermal Strip Printer.  Model MHD-4 
mounts to the backboxes with screw fasteners, and is 
hinged for easy access to the rear of the modules and 
inside of the enclosure.  When in place, Model MHD-4 
covers and protects modules and wiring, providing dead-
front construction to that area. 
Rail Kit (MSR-1) 
  
 MSRͲ1
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Model MSR-1 is a System 3TM-type rail kit that fits into 
either the Model MME-3 or MLE-6 enclosure back box.  
Model MSR-1, which comes with a U-bracket and  
a Z-bracket, allows the following modules ņ or any 
other System 3-type module ņ to be mounted in  
a Model MME-3 or Model MLE-6 enclosure:  
 Model EL-410D amplifier 
 Model PS-35 power supply 
 Model BC-35 battery charger 
 Model MOI-7 I / O interface 
 Model MID-16 input driver 
 Model MOD-16 output driver 
 Model PS-5A power supply 
 Model SYS3-MPFO 
[for mounting the D2300CP fiber-optic interface 
modules] 
When used in the Model MME-3 enclosure three (3) 
Model MSR-1 Rail Kits can be installed to mount up  
to three (3) rows for up to three (3) EL-410D 
amplifiers.  When used in the Model MLE-6, up to five 
(5) MSR-1 Rail Kit rows can be installed to allow 
mounting for up to five (5) EL-410D amplifiers. 
When the Model MLE-6 enclosure is used with the 
Model MBR-MP mounting plate for installation of MXL 
or MXLV equipment, up to two (2) Model MSR-1 Rail 
Kit rows can also be installed in Model MLE-6 for 
mounting of either two (2) Model EL-410 amplifiers or 
some complement of System 3-type mount modules.  
MPS-12 transformer / supply, can accept NET-4 or NET-
7 network interfaces, and includes diagnostic LEDs 
and two (2) system relays.  Model PSR-1 mounts in the 
upper section of the MXL enclosure back box. 
Thermal Strip Printer (TSP-40A) 
  
 TSPͲ40A
Model TSP-40A is a thermal strip printer, designed as 
an event-logging device for the MXL panel, providing a 
permanent-history report of all system activity.  Model  
TSP-40A mounts in the MXL enclosure, and its printout 
is visible through a window in the locked-door 
enclosure.  Printouts are automatically spooled on a 
take-up reel for easy records storage. 
Remote Command Console (RCC-1) 
  
 RCCͲ1
Model RCC-1 is a remotely located MXL annunciator display 
module.  Model RCC-1 contains an 80-character LCD  
display and control keypad (MKB), as well as a PS-5N7 
network interface. 
Model RCC-1 modules can be located anywhere that 
annunciation or control is required.  Model RCC-1 can be 
programmed for display only, or can provide display and 
system control.  Remote printers, VDT, or graphics 
computers can be located throughout a facility ņ provided 
Model PIM-1 is added to Model RCC-1. 
UL Listed Parallel Printer (PAL-1) 
  
 PALͲ1
Model PAL-1 is a UL Listed, supervised parallel-system 
printer for the MXL panel.  Model PAL-1 connects  
to Model MKB-5 to provide the MXL panel with a  
UL Listed, supervised parallel-system printer. 
B6 Intelligent Control Point (ICP-B6) 
  
 ICPͲB6
Model ICP-B6 is a field-mounted output module that is 
capable of being programmed to either a remote bell or 
horn ņ or to a speaker or telephone zone.  Model ICP-B6 
communicates with the MXL fire panel, via ALD loop. 
Line-Isolator Module (LIM-1) 
  
 LIMͲ1
Model LIM-1 is a short-circuit isolator module for use on the 
analog loops of the MXL panel.  Model LIM-1 is capable of 
providing Style 4 or Style 6 wiring of the ALD loop.  Multiple 
short-circuit isolators can be used on a single ALD loop to 
prevent loss of protection in the event of a short circuit. 
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5-Volt Power Supply / Network Interface (PS-5N7) 
  
 PSͲ5N7
Model PS-5N7 is a 5V power supply and MXL local-
network interface module.  Model PS-5N7 is an integral 
part of Model RCC-1.  Model PS-5N7 can be used to 
provide a Style 4 or Style 7 network interface for either 
a remote transponder for the MXLV panel (with either 
Model TBM-2, ACM-1 and VSM-1 / VLM-1 / VFM-1), or 
to drive Model OMM-1 and associated MXLV cards. 
5-Volt Power Supply (PS-5A) 
Model PS-5A provides 5 Volts for powering Model MOI-
7.  Model PS-5A obtains its power from the 24-Volt 
power supply in the MXL system.  Models MOI-7 and 
PS-5A both mount on System 3 rails, and can also be 
mounted externally to the MXL system. 
Models MOI-7 and PS-5A typically drive remote-
graphics annunciators or monitor foreign systems and 
devices. 
Network Interface Module (NIM-1W) 
 
 NIMͲ1W
Model NIM-1W allows for the interconnection or 
networking of up to 63 MXL panels.  Model NIM-1W 
provides a RS-485 communications path in either Style 
4 or Style 7 wiring configurations.  Model NIM-1W 
allows MXL panels to have inter-panel logic, as well as 
communicate in a peer-to-peer manner.  Model  
NIM-1W can be programmed via CSGM logic as a  
foreign system interface to communicate with 
external-building management systems. 
 





ALD-2I 500-891618 [2] Two-Loop Analog Driver 
CRM-4 500-890401 Programmable Relay [94] Modules 
CSM-4 500-890402 Notification Appliance Circuits [2] Module 
ICP-B6 500-895303 Intelligent Control Output [B6 chip] 
LIM-1 500-892361 Short-circuit Line Isolator (ALD) 
MBR-MP 500-694210 Module Mounting Plate [MME-3, MLE-6] 
MBR-3MP 500-694532 Module Mounting Plate [MLE-6 use only] 
MDB-1 500-692070 Blank Metal-Door Inserts 
MDL-1 500-692069 Plexiglas® Door Insert 
MHD-1 305-092071 Middle / Dead Front / no openings 
MHD-2 305-092072 Bottom / Dead Front / no openings 
MHD-3 305-092073 Middle / Dead Front [w/ switch openings] 
MHD-4 305-092074 Middle / Dead Front [w/ switch, printer openings] 
MID-16 500-891747 16-Input Driver Module 
MKB-2 500-892077 Hinged Display /Control Keyboard 
MKB-5 500-648727 Multi-Line Display / Control Keyboard 
MLE-6 500-694530 Large Enclosure 
[holds up to six (6) Model OMM / MOM modules] 
MMB-3 500-648860 MXL Main Board, Fast Processor 
MME-3 500-694209 Medium Enclosure [holds up to 6 OMMs/ MOMs] 
MOD-16 500-890828 Programmable Output Driver 
MOI-7 500-892800 Network I / O Interface [Style 4 or 7] 
MOM-2 500-892766 Expansion Card Cage [2 slots] 
MOM-4 500-890269 Expansion Card Cage [4slots] 
MPS-6 500-490357 MXL 6-Amp Power Supply 
MPS-12 500-492209 MXL 12-Amp Power Supply 
MSR-1 545-092415 Single-Row Rail Kit for Model MBR-2 
NET-4 500-891181 Style 4 Communication Module 
NET-7 500-091914 Style 7Communication Module 
NIM-1W 500-699103 Local and Wide-Area Network Interface Module 
PAL-1 500-692407 UL Listed, Field-Mounted Parallel Printer 
PIM-1 500-691324 Peripheral Interface Module 
PS-5N7 500-892728 Local Network Interface [Style 4 or 7] 
PSR-1 500-891182 Remote Power Supply / Controller 
RCC-1 500-692533 Remote Command Display Console 
REP-1 500-892954 RS-485 Network Repeater 
TSP-40A 500-634933 Thermal Strip Printer 
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&OBST!XB=0.0,1.8,!16.4,!18.0,!1.0,!1.6,!SURF_ID='WALL'/!LANDING!3!&OBST!XB=4.6,!6.2,!12.3,!16.5,!3.2,!3.8,!SURF_ID='WALL'/!STAIR!1!&OBST!XB=1.8,!4.5,!16.4,!18.0!,!1.7,!2.3,!SURF_ID='WALL'/STAIR!2!&OBST!XB=0.0,!1.6,!16.4,!12.0,!0.3,!0.9,!SURF_ID='WALL'/STAIR!3!&OBST!XB=0.0,!6.2,!9.1,!9.112,!4.6,!5.6,!SURF_ID='GLASS'/!GLASS!RAILING!!&DEVC!ID='HD_1',PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=6.0,!1.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_2',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=6.0,!5.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_3',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=6.0,!9.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_4',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=6.0,!13.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_5',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=6.0,!17.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_6',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=3.6,!1.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_7',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=3.6,!5.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_8',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=3.6,!9.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_9',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=3.6,!13.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_10',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=3.6,!17.0,!9.49/!&DEVC!ID='HD_11',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=0.6,!1.8,!10.79/!&DEVC!ID='HD_12',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=0.6,!5.4,!10.79/!&DEVC!ID='HD_13',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=0.6,!9.6,!10.79/!&DEVC!ID='HD_14',!PROP_ID='SPRINKLER',!XYZ=0.6,!13.2,!10.79/!!&CTRL!ID='HD1',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_1'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD2',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_2'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD3',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_3'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD4',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_4'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD5',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_5'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD6',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_6'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD7',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_7'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD8',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_8'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD9',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_9'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD10',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_10'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD11',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_11'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD12',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_12'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD13',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_13'!/!!&CTRL!ID='HD14',!FUNCTION_TYPE=!'ANY',!INPUT_ID='HD_14'!/!!!!&PROP!ID='SPRINKLER',!QUANTITY='LINK!TEMPERATURE',!RTI=50,!ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=68.3/!!&DEVC!XYZ=6.0,!.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT1',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=42!/!&DEVC!XYZ=6.0,!4.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT2',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=32!/!&DEVC!XYZ=6.0,!8.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT3',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=25!/!
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&DEVC!XYZ=6.0,!12.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT4',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=20!/!&DEVC!XYZ=6.0,!17.3,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT5',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=16!/!&DEVC!XYZ=3.6,!.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT6',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=45!/!&DEVC!XYZ=3.6,!4.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT7',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=35!/!&DEVC!XYZ=3.6,!8.6!,9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT8',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=28/!&DEVC!XYZ=3.6,!12.6,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT9',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=23!/!&DEVC!XYZ=3.6,!17.3,!9.49,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',!SPEC_ID='SOOT',!ID='SOOT10',!DEVC_ID='ASP1',!FLOWRATE=.0467,!DELAY=18!/!!&DEVC!XYZ=3.6,!10.7,!0.0,!QUANTITY='ASPIRATION',!ID='ASP1',!BYPASS_FLOWRATE=0.114,!SETPOINT=0.2!/!!!&SLCF!PBY=11.0,QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',VECTOR=.TRUE.!/!!&SLCF!PBX=6.7,QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',VECTOR=.TRUE.!/!!&SLCF!PBX=2.9,QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',VECTOR=.TRUE.!/!!&SLCF!PBY=9.0,QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',VECTOR=.TRUE.!/!!!&SLCF!PBY=11.0,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',SPEC_ID='SOOT'!/!&SLCF!PBZ=6.4,!QUANTITY='DENSITY',SPEC_ID='SOOT'!/!!&DEVC!XB=0.2,!0.2,!11.0,!11.0,!0.0,!9.5,!QUANTITY='LAYER!HEIGHT',!ID='LAYER!HEIGHT'/!&DEVC!XB=3.6,!3.6,!11.0,!11.0,!0.0,!9.5,!QUANTITY='LAYER!HEIGHT',!ID='LH!LANDING'/!&DEVC!XB=3.6,!3.6,!5.0,!5.0,!0.0,!9.5,!QUANTITY='LAYER!HEIGHT',!ID='LH!FRONT!D'/!!&DEVC!ID='D2!6!FT',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!6.4,!QUANTITY=!'TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='D2!7!FT',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!6.7,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='D2!5!FT',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!6.1,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='D1!6!FT',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!1.8,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='D1!7!FT',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!2.2,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='D1!5!FT',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!1.5,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!!&DEVC!ID='VIS!DR2',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!6.4,!QUANTITY='VISIBILITY'/!&DEVC!ID='VIS!DR1',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!1.8,!QUANTITY='VISIBILITY'/!&DEVC!ID='VIS!LANDING',!XYZ=3.6,!11.0,!6.4,!QUANTITY='VISIBILITY'/!&DEVC!ID='VIS!FD',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!1.8,!QUANTITY='VISIBILITY'/!
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!&DEVC!ID='CO!DR2',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!6.4,!QUANTITY='VOLUME!FRACTION',!SPEC_ID='CARBON!MONOXIDE'/!&DEVC!ID='CO!DR1',!XYZ=0.02,!11.0,!1.8,!QUANTITY='VOLUME!FRACTION',!SPEC_ID='CARBON!MONOXIDE'/!&DEVC!ID='CO!Landing',!XYZ=3.6,!11.0,!6.4,!QUANTITY='VOLUME!FRACTION',!SPEC_ID='CARBON!MONOXIDE'/!&DEVC!ID='CO!FD',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!1.8,!QUANTITY='VOLUME!FRACTION',!SPEC_ID='CARBON!MONOXIDE'/!!!!&DEVC!ID='FD!1FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!.3,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!2FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!.6,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!3FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!.9,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!4FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!1.2,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!5FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!1.5,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!6FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!1.8,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!7FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!2.1,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!&DEVC!ID='FD!8FT',!XYZ=2.9,!0.0,!2.4,!QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE'/!!!&TAIL!/!!!!!!!!!!!!
